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present, the Government of this State did
not make re presentations to him. The re-
quest and the correspondence, however, were
not initiated by the present Government ot
this State. Presumably, Senator Pearce
was supplied with information regarding it
by the Mitchell Government, who he says al-
ways supplied him wvith information on such
matters. In any ease I do not know that
that is the right way to do thines. I do
Dot know that it is the proper constitutional
method of doing thing., and we hear much
about constitutional matters in these flav-s.
The State Government adopted the invaria-
hle principle of the Premier writing to the
Prime Minister, recognising his position as
head of the Australian Government. This
being a matter of extreme importance to the
people of Western Australia, the Prime Min-
ister should have brought it before sue
Federal Cabinet. That, however, does not
appear to have been done. It seems that the
duties of the Prime Mfinister are being ad-
ministered by two non-portfolioed Ministers.
The correspondence seemingly implies that
the decision of the Minister for Trade and
Customs was quite sufficient, and did not
call for review by the Federal Government
in spite of the fact of representations having
been made on behalf of the people of this
State by two Treasurers.

'Mr. A, Wansbrough: And two Ministers
for Railways.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
did not make any direct representations.
Everything was done in the proper consti-
tutional way through the Premier. T do not
consider that we -would have been justified
in using what might be termed backstairs
influence to approach at member of the Oor-
erment who happeaed to be a Western Aus-
tralian. The case should he decided on its
merits, and that is all we want. We do not
ask for any special consideration. A Cab-
inet decision should have been given on our
eminently fair and reasonable request. Evi-
dently such a decision was not obtained.
We want to be able to manufacture all our
requirements in our own State. We are an
integral part of the Commonwealth, nd
have right on our side. The Government
are quite justified in asking the Rousie
to support them in What I repeat is a per-
fectly fair, just, and reasonable request. I
have much pleasure in supporting the motion.

On motion by Mr. Latham debate ad-
journed.

AD.IOURNMENT-STATE OF BUSI-
NESS.

The PREMIER (Hon. P. Collier-
Boulder) [o.9] : I move--

That the Homse at its rising adjourn to
4.50 p.m., on Tuesday next.

I ask the House to adjourn over the week
for the reason that our Notice Paper has
been almost completely cleared off to-day.

.%r. Teesdale: That fact is due largely to
the Opposition.

The PREMIER: Yes; I acknowledge at
once that that very satisfactory state of
affairs is clue in a large measure to the fair
and impartial manner in which the Oppos-
tion have met the Government in the con-
duct of business during the session. 'Usu-
ally the position has been the other way
ab'out, and another place has been compelled
to adjourn over many weeks during the early
part of the session, awaiting Bills from this
House. The position here is not due to any
such cireunetance as that the programme
for the session has been small. In poiat of
fact, it has been rather heavier than usual,
and yet we have been enabled to pass several
very important Bills through this House, to-
gether with the -whole of the Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure, six weeks before
the usual date of prorogation. Whilst there
aire still three or four Bills to conic down,
none of them will occupy hon. members at
any great length. There are also the Loan
Estimates, which are usually disposed of in
one or two sittings. Therefore I feel that
we shall not be in any way delaying the
work of the session, or postponing the clos-
ing of the session, by adjourning as I pro-
pose. I am hopeful that by this day week
wve shall have sonme work returned to us from
another place, and that -we may then be able
to proceed in -the ordinary way until the
work of the session is completed.

Question put and passed.

Mouse adjourned at 9.41 p.mn.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.3O
pnm., and read prayers.

BlLL-GUENRAL LOAN AND IN-
SCRIBED STOCK ACT CONTIN-
UJANCE.

Read a third time and passed.
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-JIILL-THEtASURY BILLS ACT AMEND-
MENT.

]Report Of Committee adopted.

BILL-BIUNBUUY ELECTRIC LIGHT-
ING ACT AMIENDMNENT.

Slecond Beading.

Hon. J. EWING (South-West) (5,35] in
moving the second reading said: This short
Bill was introduced in another place by the
member for B3unbory (MSr. Withers) and
passed without opposition, In 2911 the Bun-
bury Electric Lighting Act was passed. By
that measure the borrowing powers of the
municipality were extended by £15,000 to
permit of the purchase of an electrical plant.
The object of this Bill is to increase the
amount to £25,000 in order that the munici-
pality may meet the position that has arisen
in consequence of deterioration and other
things. Of the £10,000 required, the aunt of
£2,000 has been expenile t, tout it is proposed
to amend the proviso in the Act to empower
the Governor to ratify the borrowing of that
aium, It was stated in another place that a
validating Bill might be necessary to sanc-
tion the borrowing of the £2,000, but if the
proviso be amended as suggested, I do not
think that will be necessary. In 1911 the re-
venue of the itunbury municipnlity was
£3,500. According to the'Act it had the
right to borrow up to £35,000. Wishing to
purchase the electric lighting plant in 1911
thle municipality found that by expending
the necessary money it would exceed its bor-
rowing powers by £3,000. Thus a Bill was
necessary to overcome the difficulty. The re-
venue of the municipality is now about
£7,000 a year, which figures show that the
district has advanced considerably.

Hon. J. Duffell: What is the general rate
of the municipality?

Ron. J7. EWING: I do not know. The
council has borrowed £17,000 and has in-
vested revenue to the extent of £E9,897, which
less redemptions amounting to £C500 leaves a
balance of £E26,397. Sinking fund invest-
nients in the Treasury amount to £E4,980, and
there is, in hand accumulated profits total-
ling £844. The diffilculty is that the electric
lighting plant nas deteriorated and it is
aecessnry to write off a large slim.

Hon. J1. Duffell: If the council has that
reserve, how can it be £2,000 in debt I

Hon. J. EWING: It is desired to increase
the borrowing powers from £15,000 to
£E25,000. The fixed assets are estimated at
£20,741, less depreciation £7,248;. The assets
now stand At £13,492. If to that amount is
addled the total of the sinking fund and at-
cumulated profits, the assets and liabilities
almost balance. I think members will be
pleased to support the Bill. The money is
required to connect up with the proposed
M onth-We-st electric lighting scheme. It may
he thought that the council is looking too
far ahead, but the investigation of the

scheme has advanced to the stag&' that the
Governmxent are contemplating entering into
an arrangement wvith the companies at Col-
lie, and it is probable that the scheme will be
given effect to at an early date. .I wish to
inipress upon the Government the necessity
for pushing on with that scheme as it will
prove of immense benefit to the Sooth-West.
In the event of the South-West scheme not
being brought into operation, the Bunbury
municipality will have to expend money on a
new plant. Thle Collie municipality is receiv-
ing its power from one of the collie ries, and
is likely to have to pay a higher rate for it
soon. That municipality is waiting for the
inaulgurationl of the scheme now being con-
sidered by the Government. Thus, in deal-
ing with this Bill members wvill really be
considering the necessities of both munici-
palities. If the South-West scheme be car-
ried out at an early date, it will be the be-
ginninlg of what mnust prove a highly bene-
ficiul undertaking in years to come. In mak-
ing provision for electric current we have
not looked sufficiently far ahead. Instead of
spending such an enormous sum at the East
Perth generating station five or six years
ago--and an additional expenditure is now
conteinplated-we should have paid greater
regard to the future, and then we would not
have been in the present parlous position.
The municipality of Bunbury would thus
not have required more money.

Hon. C, F. Baxter: They would be in the
same Position as some municipalities in Vie-
turin.

Hon. 5. EWING: They are in a good
position. The Morwell scheme seems to be
a success.

Hon. C. F. Baxter: Is that so? There
see-ms to be somne doubt about it.

lHon. J1. EWTNG: I hope the Government
wrill look ahead, and make up their minds at
an early date ,vth am view to potting down
the first electrical unit at Collie. Later on
we hope there will be a big scheme that will
overcomne the difficulties now experienced by
municipalities in the South-West, and relieve
the position that is at present rather had,
both in Bunbury and Collie. I move-

That the Bit1 be nlow reed a second time.

lion. J. DUTELL (Mlet rapol itail-Suliu r-
I-an) 14.461: I should have liked more in-
formation fronm 'Mr. Ewing upon1 this Bill,
which tbough short, is none the less im-
portant. It providles for an amendment to-
Section 4 of the 1911 Act. Paragraph (a)
of that section gives thle municipality power
to borrow £15,000 for works for the genera-
tion of electric current. Evidently this
amount was lutilisedl for the purchase of a
plant for the generation Of current.

Lion. .1. Ewing: That is so.
Hon. T7. DL'FFELl: The plant was in-

.stalled some 13 years ago. I understand
the municipality now desire to increase its
borrowing powers to £23,000. Is this for
the purpose of installing new plant or add-
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ing to the existing plant with the object
of supplying current to people outside the
municipality? 'Mr. Ewing did Dot tell us
that.

lion. J. Ewing: I did.
Hon. J. D'FLFELL: 1 understood the

hon. member to say that this undertaking
was to be connected with Collie.

Hon. C. P. Baxter: The Bunbury people
would comte under the Collie scheme.

Eon. S. DUPPELL: Thea Mr. Ewing is
asking us to provide for the future. More
informiation. should be available to us be-
fore we pass this Bill. I can understand
the hon. member being anxious for the Gov-
ernament to push on with the Collie scheme.
Just now we have to be careful lest we
dulplicate any u~orks that we have estab-
lished for the generation of current.

Hon. J. Nicholson: This Bill does not
authorise thle Collie scheme.

Hon. J. DUEPELL: I am an-are of that,
but the Collie scheme is connected with it
in some way. I am not opposing the Bill,
but I want to licar more about it.

Hou. J. Nicholson: You want more elec-
tric light on the subject.

lion. J. EWING (South-West-in reply)
[4.150]: 1 thought T hadl explained that the
money involved in the increased borrowing
powers was required for the purpose of im-
proving the electric light system of Bun-
bury. It has nothing to do with Collie. I
menitioned the Collie scheme because it is
hoped by the Bunhury municipality that the
first section of that scheme will shortly be
started, and the money that would be bor-
rowed uinder this Bill would be used for
connecting up with that scheme. It would
then not he necessary to improve the plant.
Tf the Government do not start the scheme,
it will be necessary to borrow some of this
money to renovate and improve the existing
plant.

Hon. S. Nicholson: If they do not get
the money, their lights will go out.

Hon. J1. EWVING: I hope my explanation
makes the matter clear to the bion, member.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment, and
tine report adopted.

BTLIJ-CARNARVON ELECTRIC
LIGHTING.

Second Reading.

Hon. G. W. MILES (North) [4.571 in
moving the second reading said: Clause 2
of this Bill practically explains its object.
The Carnarron Electric Lighting Act of
1919 validated the purchase of the plant
from the Caotrvon Electric Light and
Power Co., Ltd., and also ratified the loan

tine-council raised if £1,000 for the pur-
chase of the assets of the company. Sec-
tion 4, Subsection (1) of thle Act gave
power to thme council to strike a special rate
to meet the interest on the loan. Subsec-
tion (2) prorics that all the provisions of
the Municipal Corporations Act of 1906
relating to the striking of loans, the re-
covery of rates, etc., ate incorporated in
that Act. This nmeans that the council have
had to rate ev-er-y block within its area.
No provision "'as made for the exemption
of any of the blocks. The Carnarvon boun-
daries cover a large area which is not con-
nected with the lighting. The principal
dwellings are uithin a small centre, and the
people outside it have been taxed. The
only way to give relief to those people is
to pass this Bill. The Dill does not ask
for any' estra powers, but is intended merely
to give relief to those wvho are unable to
participate in the benefits of the electric
light scheme. The council hove been able
to pay interest and sinking fund, and have
also paid a portion of the loan, in addition
to improving the plant. I move-

That the Bill be now tead a second
timec.

Question put and passed.
Bill rnend a second time.

III Committee.

lion, J. W. Kirwan in the Choir; Hon.
0. NV. Miles, in charge of the Hill.

Clause I-agreed tn.

Clause 2-Power to exempt certain por-
tions of the district from rates:

lion. I. INICHOLSON : I take it Mr.
Miles'- intention is to exenmpt certain blocks
of land until the by-law mentioned in this
clause is passed.

fine. G3. W. -Miles: I understand so.
lion. J. NICHOLSON: I doubt if the

clause will carry out that intention.
lion. G. W. MILES: The measure was

brought downm by -.%r. Angelo, the meniber
for Gnscoyne. He had legal advice upon
the subject, and is satisfied with the Bill as
it stands.

Clause put and passed.

Title-agreed to.

13ill revorted uithout amendment and the
report adlopted.

BILL-INDUISTRIAL ARBITRATION
ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 6th November.
Hon. H. SEDDON (North-East) [5.1]:

In extending my, support to the Hill, I
agree with the remarks of previous speak-
ers that the measure introduces very con-
siderable amendments on previous legisla-
tion, and also in many respects innova-
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tions which will have an important effect
on the life of the country, both industri-
ally and economically. For that reaso)n
one would rather consider those effects on
the second reading, because they involve
consequences which are not at first self-
evident, and which are very far-reaching.
This is the most important Bill which has
been introduced here for some time; and
if we can, as the result of our considera-
tioo, turn out a machine which will func:-
tion more effectively in settling industrial
disputes, we shall confer a lasting benefit
on the State. We are here now to discuss
the principles rather than the clauses of
the Bill, and from this aspect we have to
recognise that the measure is in accord-
ance with the trend of events in various
parts of the world during the past few
years. We have also to recognise that the
gov-erning power is gradually passing Into
the hands of those who are recognised as
being especially the workers. Many people
to-day view the prospect with misgivings.
Personally I think the trend is all for the
good and will ultimately make for the
betterment of the whole community; but
we have to take care that in the passing
of the governing power there goes with it
that education and that sense of responsi-
bility which are essential if disaster is to
be avoided. On that point we have an
example which is evident to the whole
world, anl oxample which contains many
valuable lessons to guide us in our future
legislation and in our future development.
I refer to the case of Russia. One of the
finest popular writers of the day on
economic questions, 'Mr. JiI. G. Wells, has
said that the history of civilisation is the
story of a race between education and
catastrophe, and that in many instances
the race has been very closely run. The
example is evidently Russia. In Russia
we have to-day an example of a civilisa-
tion which is very similar to our own, and
which has crashed. It has crashed because
tbere was a sudden change. the result of
that sudden change being to place power
in the hands of people who were unable
to use it. Ultimately the power passed
into the hands of the section now called
Bolshevists. They to-day are :oping with
a tremendous problem, and idi coping with
it they have dealt with conditions such as
we ourselves are dealing with to-day.
Their hands, how ever, have been forced;
and in Rusasia the om-sr of events has been
far more rapid. For that reason it Is
essential we should do our best to assist in
the spreading of the knowledge of those
economic truths and laws upon which all
societies rest. Here I would like to refer
to the publications of the International
Labour Office in Geneva. The men who
control that office are fully seized of the
importance of the changes which are
taking place; and they are doing their
best, by studying conditions in other con-

tries of the world and tabulating the in-
formation and making deductions from it,
to teach the workers in every country how
to avoid the dangers of too precipitate
ac-tion, and also how to avoid many of the
evils wich to-day are associated with in-
dustrial life. In that connection I may
just refer to the fact that the Inter-
national Labour Office has issued publica-
tions dealing with unemployment and wire
hours of labour. As to unemployment, the
publications point out how the varivus
crises which have occurred in European
countries were not all so much directly
attributable to the war as to those alterna-
tions of prosperity and -depression which
have characterised our industrial system
since it was placed on its present basis.
The International Labour Office has drawn
from the experiences of numerous coun-
tries a series of deductions which are very
valuable to us to-day, and which point a
way of avoiding those recurrences of un-
employment with which we are threatened
from time to time. The office has deduced
the effect, for instance, of inflations of
currency, it has shown the effect of trade
cycle;, and how the effects can be foreseen
In many instances, and how by taking
action in view of signs which periodically
become apparent the worst effects can be
avoided. The office points out that a rapid
fall in prices is nearly always accompanied
by a marked rise in unemployment, and
that high prices decrease unemployment,
but that as such rises in prices are almost
invariably followed by a sharp decline,
the unemployment which ensues is far
iionse tli:tni that w-hic-h occ-urs wrhere the
currency is stabilised or where prices re-
main mnore or less constant. As to hours
of labour in various countries, reference
has been made here and in another place
to the feet that the Washington Conven-
tion of 1919 laid down the principle of
observing as far as possible the 8-hour
working day. In various countries that
working day has been put into force. Dur-
ing the 1924 Convention a review was
made of the countries which were associ-
ated with the 1919 Convention, and it was
pointed out that whilst the 8-hour principle
had spread in many case;, yet in one case
-a glaring instance-the country had gone
buck from the principle, and had reverted
from the 48-hour week to the 60-hour
week. That instance is Germany. Ger-
many adopted the principle of the B-hour
day almost immediately after the signing
of the Armistice, but owing to economic
pressure had to revert to the 60-hour week.
Consequently the Germans are, as the Con-
vention has recognised, a very serious
menace to the principle of the S-hour day
in other countries. I have quoted these
hours because some members may have
been led to believe, from the speecese
of other members, that the S-hour day
has been put into operation in nearly
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every country of the world. That,
unfortunately, is not so, though the
tendency is to recognise more and more
that the S-hour day is the one which is not
only most equitable hut also the one which
provides the Ugliest standard of production
in ratio to hours that we have yet deter-
mined. On the question of direct action
versus arbitration, I may refer to some re-
cent remarks of Mr. Justice Powers in the
Federal Arbitration Court. Hie said-

I do not propose to make the term of
the engineering trade award longer than
the end of next year. I feel that circum-
stances will materially alter within that
tine, as there is industrial unrest through-
out the world, and the desire is to right
and improve conditions by direct action,
which could only injure the worker.

That, unhappily' , is true, as we bave seen
iron, the example of Russia. In considering
the question of industrial arbitration this
afternoon, I would like to show that there
ReC Close parallels existing in certain re-
spects between conditions in Russia and eon-
ditions in Australia. Russia to-day is largely
an agricultural country, and Australia's well-
being depends upon the Continued prosperity
of her primary industries. The niajority
of the workers in Russia are agricultural
labourers, and this condition to a large ex-
tent obtains in Australia. In Russia, too,
wages and hours were fixed by the Soviet
Government in secondary industries first.
Similarly, arbitration awards in this and
Other States apply most widely'N in secondary
industries. In Russia, moreover, the effects
of economic laws were ignored in the fixing
of wages and hours. I purpose to refer
briefly to the effect on the industrial life
of the comamunity of this failure to recog-
nise that economic laws are superior to Gov-
ernnment control. In one respect the Rus-
sian authorities had better facilities for put-
ting their programme into operation than the
tacilities to be found in Australia. The Rus-
sian authorities had to deal with an ignorant
mass of people, who were docile material
upon which to experiment. In Australia we
have one factor which is most encouraging
-that a large proportion of Australian
workers read and think, the result being that
we have a leavening of criticism and of i-
cussion in the industrial world which is all
to the good, and which in my opinion will
have the effect of restraining an,' direct
action of the kind which might tend to upset
our social system. When, after the revolu,-
tion, the Soviet Government had seized upon
power, they found that the most important
question they had to deal with was the restor-
ation of the industrial system. Commerce
had been brought to a standstill; starvation
had intruded upon the community, and very
large nunmbers of people were starved to
death. The first step adopted for the restor-
ation of industrial conditions wns the intro-
duction of a base wage, which was applied
to all industries, and to all sections of work-
ers, irrespective of their skill or of their

conditions of enmploymnent. The result Of
this was to reduce thie pace of the workers,
which is to say the rate of production, to
the lowest standard; and so rapidly did this
pirocess operate that the authorities found
themselves unable to arrange for the supply
of the conmmodities necessary for existence.
They the,, followed their first action by in-
troducing compulsory labour. The principle
of compulsory labour was applied quite irre-
s4pective of a man's qualificationi, with the
result of innumerable round pegs being
found in square holes. That condition pre-
vailed to such an extent that men were dir-
ected to do work for which they were entirely
nfitted. Consequently the standard of pro.

duction did not increase. Then the authori-
ties set to work to alter the basis of wages.
First they altered it by prescribing certain
rates of wages in defined zones. That,
again, they followed up by altering the base
wage so as to give margins for skill and for
conditions. Thus they had a base wage with
margins somewhat similar to the conditions
gove-rning wages to be found in our arbitra-
tion awards. These measures failed to meet
the situation. Prices steadily rose, quite
apart from the effects of inflated currency,
and the attempt of wages to catch up with
rising prires proved a dismal failure. Even-
timally the Russian authorities went so far
as to allow the workers to work overtime on
their own account in the factories, to use the
machines there in order to make whatever
they thought was necessary for their re-
quirements. After that private enterprise
was allowed to come in again. But private
enterprise will not venture into any indlustry
in Russia which requires a considerable
amount of capitial. Neither will it venture
there into any industry in which any con
sirlerable time elapses between the conver-
Rion of the raw material into a marketable
commodity and the selling of that commnod-
ity. Private enterprise went into those in-
dustries in which it got quick returns.
Private capitalists succeeded, and succeeded
far beyond expectation. The result was that
they were able to make separate agreements,
outside the scope of the State, with their
workers, agreements which provided wages
far in excess of the minimum rate fixed by
the Government. The result was the crea-
tion of gr'nt discontent among the workers
in other industries. The State was left with
the big industries which required much capi-
tal, and with industries which had to wait
a considerable time before they could realise
on their products. On top of that, the Rum-
Rian authorities had to contend with great
dissatisfaction among their workers owing
to the fact that the wages being paid to thenm
were very much less than those ruling in
private employment. For some considerable
time the authorities attempted to meet the
situation by granting continual increases in
wages. But they were not able to catch up to
it, and es-entuillv the authorities bad to fix
a maximum wage in the private industries
that would stop the attempt of employees
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to pass from State enterprises into those
liriiate industries. The present position,
as, recorded in this very informative work
"Industrial Life in Sbviet Russia," is
that the State simply fixes a maximum
rate, but allows more and more ag-reements
to be made between employers and em-
ployee;, almost without any attempt at
control. So, in the history of the develop-
ment of that country they have gone the
full circle, and are now arriving at the
position we largely occupy to-day, the
position we are attempting to alter under
the Bill.
Hon. J. Cornell: They have arrived at it

from the opposite direction.
Hon. H. SEDDON: Ye;, and by a pro-

cess of suffering that we must do oar best
to avoid. In contrast to the Russian eye-
tern we may refer to the conditions obtain-
img in America. 1 do not want to convey
the impression that the condition of the
American labourer is anything like as good
as the condition of his Australian confrere;
but in certain industries the conditions are
infinitely better in America, because the
authorities there have adopted a carefully
considered system of encouraging produc-
tion. A man is paid more or less on the
value of his work. In many instances that
principle has been pressed, to a cruel ex-
tent; but generally it has worked com-
paratively satisfactorily, with the result
that the workers there are receiving
wages far in excess of wages in this count-
try, and which make them envied by their
fellow workers. Thus in the one instance
we have had a system of redncing produc-
tion to a minimum by legislation, and in
the other we have had an incentive to
production which has enabled higher wages
to be paid. If we recognise those two
principles and make use of them in the
Bill, we may introduce an advanced pro-
duction in this State that will make the
conditions for the workers better all
round. If we succeed in doing that, the
consequences to the people of the State
will well repay us for our efforts. We
have to recognise that arbitration in Aus-
tralia has done a great deal of good. It
has settled a large number of disputes and
prevented others; so, if on that ground
alone, we should continue to give it a trial.
Another very important effect of arbitra-
tion, which is not widely recognised, is
that it has enabled the weaker unions to
receive a fair wage. Under the old sys-
tem only the strong unions were able to
obtain what they wanted, but under arbi-
tration the weaker unions also have been
able to get their claims before the court
and so have benefited by the principle.
Moreover, the arbitration courts have
adopted a unit. When arbitration was
introduced, it was simply laid down in the
Act that the wages should be such as to
enable a man and lisa wife to live in corn-

parative comfort. However, ail the arbi-
tration awards have recognised as a unit
a man, his wife and three children. Fur-
tber than that, in various awards issued
during the last two or three years the
arbitration courts have fixed margins for
skill. However, there is one point in
xyhit-h the Arbitration Court has failed: It
has not taken into consideration the effect
of an award upon other industries. Be-
cause of that neglect the economic life of
the community baa been affected. Un-
tortunately that defect dloes tiot seem to
be provided for in the Bill. We have had
a good deal of trouble as the result of
having two courts, the Federal and the
State, operating. The Federal court goes
on the basis of the Harvester judgment,
and its awards have been related to that
judgment according to the variation in
Knibbs's cost of living figures. The State
court also has founded its awards largely
on those figures. Unfortunately we have
had industries passing front one court to
the other. Unions have secured awards in
the State court and then, finding that the
Federal court would give better rates,
have passed to that court, only to swing
round again and ultimately get back to
the State court. That has worked out
harshly in one or two instances, and it is
time this overlapping between the two
courts was removed. As an illustration
of the condition of affairs obtaining on
the goldfields, let me remind the Rouse
that in 1920 Mr. Justice Burnside, then
President of the Arbitration Court, gave
an award based on 16s. per day, declaring
that he fix-,ed it on the evidence adduced
before him. In 1922 Mr. Justice Draper,
the then president of the court, gave an
award of 1s. per day, and in 1923 that
award was varied by Ur. Justice North-
more and the base brought down to 13s. 6d.
When Mr. Justice Draper gave his award
of 15e., a number of goldfields unions were
in the Federal court, and almost at that
same time the Federal court adopted a
stawdard of 12s. lOd. as the bask rate. The
result n-as a good deal of trouble on the
goldfields. We found, for example, that a
tradesman in the engineering trades was
receiving 16s. 10d. per day. That was
arrived at by the margin of 4s. awarded
for skill on the muinimumn of 12s, Jod.. At
the same time under Mr. Justice Draper's
award the labourers were getting 15s. per
day. The result was that a blacklsmith, a
member of the Amalgamated Society of
Engineers, was receiving 16s. l0d., while
under the A.W.LT. award a tool sharpener
was receiving 17s. At the same time the
Federated Engine-drivers' Union were in
the Federal court and received an award
of 16s. lod. The Kalgoorlie drivers, a
State organisation, received in the State
court an award of 19s.; and the greaser
who was a member of the Kalgoorlie
Engine-drivers' Union, was receiving 16s.,
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while a greaser in the Federated Engine-
drivers' Union was receiving 12s. 10d.

Hion. J. R. Brown± That shows the fallacy
of having a judge in the Arbitration Court.

Hon. H. SEDDON: The fact remains
that both judges, Federal and State,
claimed that they took into consideration
Snibba 's figures. One consequence was
the production of a great deal of dis-
content on the goldfields. There were fric-
tion and dissatisfaction amongst the
tradesmen, who felt that not sufficient
recognition was given to their skill, the
labourers receiving almost as much as they
were. That culminated in a strike in the
iron trades lasting 19 weeks. The strike
failed, and the men were very much
poorer. But the other day we had a con-
fession by a judge that in fixing his
base he bad made a mistake of Is. 6d.
per dlay. That explains the disparity
between the Federal and the State awards,
and shows bow serious a position might
arise by the overlapping 'of the two
courts, and the necessity for removing
that overlapping. Make the Federal Court
a court of appeal, if you will, but let uts
have somecthing like co-operative working
between the two courts, so that we may have
some method of determining the base rate
and preventing anomalies. A good deal of
bitterness has arisen over the awards.
Statemrents have been freely made that Mr.
Justice Nortijinore, when hie issued his
award in 1923, was guilty of partisanship.
That is remarkable, since we all understand
that the judges themselves would rather
have any other judicial post than that in
the Arbitration Court. They find it most
distasteful, and do their very best to get
Out Of it. So much for the charge of par-
tisanship. Still, we in this House should
be sufficiently Inst to recognise that anoma-
lies occur through honest mistakes, and that
a judge tries to frame his verdict on the
evidence adduced.

Rion. J. Cornell: The trouble in the Arbi-
tration Court is that frequently they have
not sufficient evidence.

Hion. H. SEDDON: From reading the
reports of eases before the court one would
think that an endleavour was made to see
that the evidence adduced before the court
was as voluminous as possible. In every
ease awards have been based on Knibbs's
figures and have beent related to the Har-
vester pudgment.

lBon. J. Pt. Brown: They took their in-
dex figure from that judgment.

Hon. I-f. SEDDON: That is so; and
wages hare beens worked out more or less
proportionately to the wages existing w;hen
that judgn'ent was delivered. But it should
be remembered tbat the Harvester judgment
was in respect of a secondary indlustry, and
based on a wage tiot related to the produc-
tion of the State. The result is that the
mnistakces made in the Harvester judgment
have affected the whole condition of living

-and "ages and prices in Australia ever
sice. Real "-ages, that is to ay, the pur-
chasing power of money, are determined by
national production. You can increase
wages as mouch as; you like, but ultimately
prices will adjust themselves, and therefore
the purchasing power of those wages will
adjust itselt to national production. In-
'Iced wages and prices ill adjust tbemnselves
to the annual national production. As an
illustration: if we were to have a failure
of the wheat harvest, the result would be
a raising of prices in almost every industry,
and the purchasing power of money in the
following year would be very much less than
if we had had a prolific harvest. Unless the
base wage is based in proportion to our
annual production, we shall be simply per-
petuating a false state of affairs. On that
point I might quote a table prepared by
Knibbs and published annually in the
Commonwealth Year Book.

Hion. J. Cornell: Oh, don't quote Knibba.
Hon. Hi. SEDDON: The point is that

althouLgh there may be prejudice against
KniLbbs 's figures, they have a definite rela-
tion to our national production. The year
1911 was made the base year for industries.
We find that in 1911 nominal wages, retail
prices and real wages (purchasing power)
were all brought into line, and that n-as the
base from wvhich subsequent alterations
were calculated. The variation from that
point to to-day is that in 1022 nominal
wages bad risen until they were equivalent
to the figure of 1,800. Roughly speaking,
that is an increase of So per cent. Taking
the retail price in that year we find that
the increase was 60 per cent. The result
was that wages were at practically the same
poinit, that is to say the purchasing power
of moncy in 1922 was practically at the
samne point as in 1011. In other words,
prices and nominal wrages rose more or less
in conj .unction with each other, and the real
purchasing powver of money remained at the
same figure in 1922 as in 1911. When we
consider the intervening years wye find that
real wages were below the rise in prices, so
that the working man in the intervening
years was worse off than he was in 1911.
The real explanation of the improvement in
1902 is this. When we consider the produc-
tionl per head we find that in 1922 it was
equal to 63.4, whereas in 1914 it was only
.58, in 1017 it was 57 and in 1918 it was 57.
In those years the country was suffering
front an inflation which had taken place in
prices owing to the fact that manufactures
had been interfered with by the war. The
country had not got back into its stride,
and it was not until 1922-23 that we were
getting the best of our production back
again. I have taken these figures into con-
sideration, because unless we fix our bass
wage in something like a relation to the
national production we shall perpetuate the
evils now prevailing.

Hon, 3. 5. Holmes: And the industries
suffer.
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lon. H. SEDDON: Yes, because primary
industries are dependent on outside markets,
and whilst that condition of affairs obtains
w-e have to recognise that the primary in-
dustries must be placed on a different foot-
ing to enable them to carry on. The point
I wish to make is that ikges in primary
industries are low, because of the super-
imposing of the high wages in secondary in-
dustries. I have quoted these figures, be-
cause there is provision in the Bill for aA-
justing wages at stated periods, and that
provision ia intended to apply to all indus-
tries. If we persist in fixing the base wage
on the cost of living figures--and the cost of
living figures are an effect and not the primn-
ary cost-we shall precipitate a state of af-
fairs that we have been slowly altering in
the past. If we make it apply to all indus-
tries at once the result wrill be a tremendous
increase in prices all round, and we shall
create a position, which as I have just said,
we have until now been approaching slowly.
That is a defect I have not yet heard re-
ferred to, and we must consider it when
dealing with the Bill, The question arises
whether we can have a scientific base wage.
I have tried to point out that we have to
take into consideration both secondary and
primary industries in fixing that base wage,
and we shall have to relate that wage to our
standard of prodluction; we must try to intro-
duce a principle into the Bill whereby -when
we give aL wage we shall be able to guarantee
a corresponding return, that is to say when
we fix a wage we shall fix production equi-
valent to that wage. Under the present sys-
temn certain industries are taking more out
of the Commonwealth fund than they are
putting into it. Certain industries, because
of their strong position, have been able to
obtain better terms, while others have ba
less. If we ask the court to bring in a
scientific wage and take into consideration
every man's contribution to the Common-
wealth, we set a very big task. If think I am
right in saying that with the statistics we
have available at the present time it would
be almost impossible for the court to fix such
a irage. We must remember the constitution
of the court, that it is to consist of a, presi-
dent and two laymeEi We have laid down
no qualifications for any of those gentlemen
other than the fact that the president shall
be able to consider and weigh evidence. The
laymen are to he 'appointed from time to
time and they will simply represent the in-
terests of the workers and of the employers.
They go further than that even in Russia,
because there they had an economic commit-
tee which consisted of a number of repre-
sentatives from various industries. The per-
sons on that economic council were repre-
sentatives from the supreme economic coun-
cil, the central office for the metallurgical
industry, central coal office, textile trust,
comissariat for communication, comissanisat
of labour, all Russian central council of
trade unions, central committees of metal

workers union, innes union, textile work-
era, transport workers and Soviet employees
union. Unless we take into consideration
every section of the community and allow
each section to have a say in the fixing of
the base wage, we shall find ourselves int
trouble. For that reason we are led to the
standpoint that either the two laymen must
be elected on a qualification basis, as to
ability to look at things from, the standpoint
of the various industries they represent or
on the other hoed, we most devise some
means in the nature of an economic jury
like the one I have just quoted which shall
revise the base wage from time to time. If
wve had representatives from financial circles,
a professor of economics, a merchant, a far-
mer and an engineer on the one side, and a
transport worker, a shop assistant, a farm
labourer, a mechanic, a miner, and a clerk
on the other side, tbat is to say to have a
halance of representation from both sections
of the community, we should get the views
of the vari6us activities obtaining in the
State, and we would be able to arrive at a
more equitable base wage than will be pos-
sible with the three gentlemen who it is pro-
posed, shall constitute the court.

Flon. J. J. Holmes: When would we get
an award from the court'!

Hon. H. SEDDON: That committee would
have a definite objective which would be to
determine a scientific base wage end it would
arrange for statistics and information to be
made available, and so the awards in course
of timei would be given on a continuous and
more equitable basis. Everything would
tend to the establishment of a scientific base
wage which is the only one from which wo
can expect to get contentment and which wVi
give justice to every section of the com-
munity. There are one or two points in
connection with the Bill to which I wish to
refer. The first is in regard to the regis-
tration of domestics. I have not heard an
argument in this House or outside in favouir
of exempting domestics. I have heard a~rgu-
ments against the intrusion of representa-
tives of the union into the home, but I have
heard ,nothing against the inclusion of do-
mest ics, and personally I think that that
section of the comumunity is as much entitled
to the benefits to be derived from arbitration
as is the mechanmic, in a workshop or the
miner in a mine. If we introduce safeguards
against unnecessary intrusion I see no rea-
son why we should not allow them to 're-
gister.

lHon. .1. Cornell: Are you a bachelor I
Hfon. C. F. Eaxter: Of course he is.
lIron. H. SEDDON: The question of re-

gistration is an inmportant point. Personally
I consider that the benefits of the measure
should be madle available to those unions
that are registered under it. I say that we
should not extend the benefits of arbitration
to a union which will not register, and for
that reason I would like to see a definite pro-
vision inserted whereby the arbitration be-
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fits will lie restricted to those unions that
are regitstered.

lion. j. J. Holmes: You want one big
union?

Hon. H1. SEDDON: 'No. I fail to see
how it could work satisfactorily in regard
to every section of the community. A stand-
sa base wage should operate in all indus-
tries and any union that is outside the scope
of the Arbitration Act should be regarded
as an outlaw union and should be discoun-
temanced by labour. There is the question
of demarcation boards. Anyone with ex-
perience in the iron trade will be aware ox
the friction that has existed in the past ow-
ing to ovnilapping. I could give an illustra-
tion by referring to the boilermakers and
the engineers unions. Certain classes of
work are done by both unions, and
there hon, been a lot of friction in
the past between the two owing to the
fact that one has accused the other
of taking work which did not belong to it.
One of the questions that a demarcation
bocard could deeide would be that any work
commnon to two unions could lbe defined as
suech, mid thus the friction that now arises
would be avoided. There is provision in the
Bill for the appointment of conciliation com-
mittees. Here a danger is likely to arise.
Suppose an employer and his employees ar-
rived at an agreement, which was quite sat-
isfactory to them but which gave a rate far
in excess of that obtaining for other work
in the same industry. If it were attempted
to maoke that agreement a common rule,
it might be the means of causing great hard-
ship and prescribing a wage largely in ex-
cess of the base wage.

Hon. H. Stewart: And possibly it would
be the ineana of driving a competitor out of
business.

H~on. H. SED)DON: There is a relationship
between the base wage and the general corn-
nmity. If the base wage they adopted was
v-cry high, it would result !iu discontent in
other occupations. it gives an unf air ad-
vantage and may operate, as Mr. Stewart
suggested, harshly in the ease of a struggling
competitor. The Bill proposes to delete Part
V. of the Act which refers to Government
employees. If this is done, and the princi-
pie of a uniform base wage is also estab-
lished, an awkw-ard state of affairs may
arise. A number of agreements have beeni
made between the Commissioner of Railways
and the railway unions. These agreements
provide for certain rates of wages for given
occupations in the railway service. Under
the provisions of this Bill the basic wage is
to be determined fromt time to time and is
to be varied for different Parts Of the State.
A worker in the railways employed at Mfid-
land Junction would consequently receive
one rate of wage and, if be were trans-
ten-ed to Kalgoorlie or Bunbury, he would
receive another rate of wage.

Ron. J. R. Brown: That would be a dis-
trict allowance.

Raon. H. SEDDON: If the district allow-
auce w-ee taken into consideration, it
would be all right, because the principle
of a district allowanice is embodied in the
existing agreements, but there is nothing
to show that the rate will be determined
nit that principle. Mfembers of the railway
unions should be acquainted with the posi-
tion that will arise. The question of rail-
way privileges, too, may have to be taken
into consideration, and it may be necessary
to determine liow those privileges will be
regarded when a standard base wage is
fixed to operate in every industry in the
State. Let me now refer to the question
of apprentices. As one who waa appren-
ticed in the Old Country and who has
studied the question since, I consider that
provision for a board to deal with all ap-
prentices could with advantage be added
to this Bill. The education of an appren-
tice is a very important matter. In our
shops a boy gobs his training by dodging
about from one part to another. There
is no organised system of training him.
If a boy becomes a skilled worker, it is
more by good luck than good management.
We are, advancing from that state, how-
ever, and we recognise the need for giving
a boy technical training, seeing that he
gets a fair iusight into his trade, and
that he acquires tair skill; but I should
like this made the duty of a board who
should follow an apprentice in his career,
see that he had every opportunity to study
his trade, devoted proper attention to it,
and did his best to become a highly skilled
worker.

Hon. H. Stewart: Would one hoard be
sufficient for all varieties of industry?

Ron. H1. SEDDJ.ON': A dominating board
might lay down general principles, which
would be useful and would certainly be a-n
advance on the existing system. Then again,
there is scope for vocational guidance
by the board. We have the spectacle of a
boy going into an occupation for which he
is quite unfitted. A vocational guidance
board could advise a boy as to his suitability
or otherwise for the occupation he was seek-
ing to enter. The present system is hap-
hazard. Because there is no provision made
for the training of our boys, they go into
the first occupation offering, regardless of
their fitness or otherwise. If the systemt of
apprenticeship was reduced to a satisfactory
and organised basis we should get much
better results from the training of our boys
than we have had in the past. Many refer-
ecess have been made, both in this House
anti in another place, to the effect of the
44-hour week on various industries. -Al-
though many figures have been quoted and
references have been made to many unions,
it cannot be denied that the 44-houir week
has been most generally applied in the see-
ondarv industries That should be taken intoi
consideration. The 'Minister, in referring
to the question, quoted statistics9 of prodoc-
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lion, which he said demanded an answer
fronm the otter side. I am not going to
attempt to answer the figure;, because I do
not consider it my function to do so, but
1 point out that the two years he quoted
w-ere one year in which prices wcvre very high
in proportion to production as against an-
other year in which prices were more nor-
mal.

Hon. J. Cornell: He quoted only prices,
not output.

Hon. Rl. SEDDON: That is so, and to
institute a comparison it would have been
only fair to quote the output per bead].
We have to recognise that the question of
hours is closely related to the demands made
upon a man in the course of his employ-
ment. There are certain industiis that im-
pose a big tar upon a man's strength. It
has been demionstrated that where a man
worked excessive hours, his production "'as
less over those excessive hours than over
reduced hours. When his hours were reduced
there was an increase of output. Still, we
htave not before its any evidence as to the
exact point at which the greatest efficiency'
can be obtained. To advance as an argu-
ment for the 44-hour week the question of
increased production in relation to the n~um-
ber of hours is not sound without definite
data. In fixing the basis one must ascer-
tamn the number of hours most effective in
a given industry. This indicates how sound
is the argument for leaving the court to
decide the hours, On the other band, we
havce to remember there is a considerable
number of statistics regarding fatigue and
efficiency. Fatigue has been studied in Eng-
land And America to a greater extent than
in Australia, and something like a basis has
been arrived at for different occupations
that could be taken into consideration by a
court in fixing hours. A nnmber of
tests were made with firemen in a big power
hiouse in America. The result of the tests1
26 in number, showed that the men were not
getting the best results from the boilers in
a 54-hour week. The working week was
then reduced to 48 hours and a considerable
improvement was manifested in the quality
of the work, both in the consumption of fuel
and the generation of steam. When the
number of hours was increased to 12 per
day, there was a decrease in efficiency.
'Mechanical sakers were installed, and the
men were again tried out, and it was found
that another factor then operated. The
monotony of the work resulted in the men
not obtaining nthing like the efficiency
that had been secured uinder the harder
working conditions. Tt was only with the
introduction of further checking devices--
cheeks on the consumption of fuel and the
generation of steam-necessitating the men
taking a keener interest in their work that
the results improved. The mental strain
was much greater, but the interest of the
men were also rester. and the resultant
fatigue over the period was not so great.
Therefore, when we determine the hours for

any industry, "ie mtust take into c-unsidera-
tion thne effect physically and men tally upon
the employees, and also the nervous istrain.
Tim nervous strain on the telegraphist is
tremuendous. If it were attenimpted to work
a telegraphist anythin~g like the number of
hours demanded of a labourer, hie would be
aL nervous wreck ini no time. All these fac-
tors lhave to he considered iii fixing a stand-
ard of hours, and if we arbitrarily fir the
standard of a 44-tour week, it may be right
for certain industries, it may be too low
for sonie industries, anti it may lie too high
for others. To fix an arbitrary figure of
44- hours to apply to all industries will not
give the best results for the community-
For this renson there is strong argument for
insisting uipon the president of the court
dealing with the question of hours in the
light of evidence available to hint.

lion. . 1. Brown:- But hie will not do it.
Hion. 1-1. SEDDON.: I cannot discuss thu

question of what the judge will or will not
do. It is intended to appoint a president
who shall be either a judge or a laymnan,
and the pr-esident will have to fix awards
tor various industries. [a giving those
awards he will meet with criticism from
both sections of thme conmmunity. Seeing
that to a large extent hie wrill lte free from
outside influvee, the probability is that hie
will issue awards as nearly fair as possible.
We shbould recognise that wec are placing in
the hands of the president thle future of the
'State, and upon thme results of his awards
the 8tate will progress or retrogress. We
should therefore concede the president abso-
lute fair-mindedness when we make the ap-
pointument. I shall support the second
reading, but I trust the points I have raised
n-ill he considered in Committee. We have
iii this Bill a machine which can provide
materially for the prosperity of this State,
a machine which can and should provide
for a material increase !in the standard of
comfort of our workers, provided it is op-
crated on scientific lines, and takes cognis-
ane of production per head. If it eon-
tinues on the old lines, I cannot see that the
results will he very much better than they
have heen in the past. In the past it has
served more as an indicator of laws that
are operating than as ain nttcnipt to make
use of natural laws to the benefit of
humanity.

Iron,.J. A. OXEIG (South-East) [6.01! 1
do not intend to deal at any great length
with this Bill. Over 20 years ago I was a
strong advocate of compulsory arbitration.
Some years aeo 'Mr. Seddon, Prime Minister
of New Zealand, said that the Dominion
was a country in which strikes were impos-
sible. Fortunately be did -not live to aee
the great strike, almost. civil war, in New
Zealand in 1913. 'Had he done so, he would
probably have altered his opinion. Although.
compulsory arbitration has been on trial in
thjs State, and practically throughout Aus-
tralia for 20 years, it bhaa proved en abso-
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lute farce and a deplorable failure. An
Arbitration Couirt thiat cannot enforce its
awards is valueleas., It is one of the most
important eoiirt-S in the State, in fact the
most inmportat. It has great issues to deal
with, anti the extent of the wealth that is
affected by its decisions is astounding.
Both directly and indirectly it affects the
well beig of the State.

Hon. .1. Cornell: Other courts can en-
force their judgments by execution or gaol.

Hon. .1. i. GIREW: If we can by this
Bill enable the court to enforce its awards,
I should h:e premnred to help to that ead,
for we shou!,1 then he passing one of the
finest pieces of legislntion that it is possible
to plate on the stntute-hook. UVp to date
the Arbitration Act has proved the most
disastrous and] expensive of all our laws.
It has done more to retard progress and
settlement than any other piece of Iegisla-
tion.

Hon. T. -.Joore: -, InWhat way?
Hon. f,. A. (4RELG: L refer to the pro-

gress and settlement of the Commonwealth
-is affected by the arbitration laws within it.

Hon. JT. Cornell: You mean land settle-
mient.

Hon. T. Aloore: Is the agricultural la-
tourer paid too much?

Hon. J. A. GIREIG: No. That is what
I am complaining about. The agricultural
labourer is under-paid.

Hon. T. Moore: Because he baa never
been before the court.

Hon. J. A. GREIG: Because those work-
ing in other industries are paid wages
which make it impossible for the primary
industries to keep pace with them. That
is one of the objections I have to the
Arbitration Court as constituted to-day.
It is based on a, false foundation. The
basic wage was fixed by the court on the
cost of living instead of the cost of pro-
duction. Take the Harvester case that has
often been quoted here.

The Honorary Minister: And quoted by
the courts, too.

Hon. 3. A. GREIG: If they had cut off
the last two letters from the word "Har-
vester," and fixed the basic wage on the
cost of producing a harvest, 'we should
have had something more equitable.

Hon. J1. Cornell: According to you it has
produced a harvest of strikes.

Hon. 3. A. GREIG : The Arbitration
Courts have raised wages, but they have
also raised the cost of living to such an
extent that the wages are of no advant-
age to the wage earner. The average of
the Australian worker in 1920 was 89s.
10d. per week, and in 1910 it was 48s% ld.;
but the 489. lid, was worth more to bim
in 1910 than the 899. 10d. was in 1920.

Hon. 3. Cornell: You are not quoting
Kuibbs, I hope?

Hen, 3. A. GREIG: No, I am quoting
from a reliable authority. Whilst com-
pulsory arbitration may have helped to
maintain a pernicious inflation of wage;6

and kept up the cost of living, it has not
improved the well-being of th6 wage
earners. This phase of the question is
often overlooked. I have said that the
Arbitration Courts have retarded progress
and the development and settlement of
Australia. The Arbitration Court has
raised wages in the secondary industries
and increased the cost of living until
primary industries have been compelled to
close down. Take our golddields, which
have produced £150,000,000 worth of gold
during the last 30 years.

Hon. E. R, Harris: It ii £160,000,000
worth now.

Hon. 3, A. GREIG: The high cost of
living has closed down most of our mines.

Hon. J. Cornell: No, but it has hurried
the closing down.

Hon. J. A. GREIG: According to figures
quoted by the Mines Department, 3,110
mines that were producing loz. ore have
been closed down. It is astonishing that
this should be so. The engineers say that
these mines are not worked out, hut that
they have been closed down because they
do not pay to operate.

Hon. J. Cornell: That applies to all
mines, for they are governed by the grade
of ore.

Ron. 3. A. GREIG: Arbitration Court
awards to-day can only be paid by assisted
industries tIhat are spoon-fed and wet-
nursed by high protection. The wage
earner and the employer secure high pro-
tection fur an industry, and whack up the
money involved in the protection between
tlpi'n.

Hon. A. Burvill: Who pays in the long
run?

Ilion. J. A. GCE IG: The general public.
The capitalist- is usually in a position to
retain mnost of the additional wealth hie
acquires. The wage earner obtains a rise
in wage;, but it is taken away from him
by the high cost of living. If I can do
anything toG improve the present position,
minimise the number of strikes, and im-
prove the relationship between employer
and employee, I am prepared to do it. Tn
the past unions have found difficulty in
bringing their cases before the Court. This
Bill provides for the appointment of
boards. I em not sure whether these will
make it easier or harder to get before the
court. I am prepared to leave that ques-
tion to those 'who have had years of ex-
perience in bringing matters before the
court, and to listen to what they have to
ay when the Bill reaches the Committee
stage. The power given in the Bill to the
Minister should be vested in the president
of the Arbitration Court. All politicians
should be kept out of the court, if possible.
The Bill also deals with preference to
unionists. That is a pernicious system,
and will lead to disastrous hatred between
certain sections of the community, if every
section becomes organised as the workers
ae to-day.
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The Honorary Minister: Why?
Ron. J. A. OREIG: If we are going to

give preference to anyone, let us give it
to the soldiers, who have fought for the
country.

Rion. E. H. Gray: What about the genera-
tions that have risen since then.

Hon. 3. A. GREIG: What about the
generations that existed before? Those
generations did the deed, and I would give
preference to them if to anyone; but the
policy at preference is a bad one. In this
case it means p~referencee to one political
party, and it is not wise that any Govern-
ment should adopt such a policy.

Hon. 3. U. Brown: There are all shades
of political opinions in unions.

Hon. J. A. OBEIG: If this Bill could
prevent strike;, it would be a good thing.
The Leader of the House maid that arbitra-
tion had justified its existence in Australia.
'Mr. Moore said that very few strikes
had occurred. -.%r. Harris quoted some
figures concerning Western Australia. I
wil quote same figuores concerning the
other States, to show how many strikes
there have been in Australia in nine years
since the inauguration of compulsory arbi-
tration.

Hon. E. H. Harris: Have they compul-
sory arbitration in Victoria?

Hon. .1. A. GREIG : No, not com-
pulsory arbitration, but it exists in
New South Wales. Complete figures re-
garding industrial disputes were not pre-
pared until 1913, hut there is certain
information dating back to 1907 though I
will not deal with that now. The New
South Wales figures are the most striking.
In that State compulsory arbitration and
stringent industrial restrictions received
strenuous support. Compulsory arbitration
has operated there under State as well as
under Federal law. The statistics for the
years :1913 to 1921 are as followsz-Tse
number of strikes were 2,502; th, workers
involved numbered 785,242; and the loss
in wages represented £7,288,223. In Vic-
toria the total number of industrial dis-
putes far that period was 386, the number
of workers involved was 127,671, and the
loss in wages was £1,024,474. This shows
that the New South Wales workers, under
compulsory arbitration, lost over £7,000,000
in wages, whilst those in Victoria lost a
little over a million and a half.

Hon. G. W. Miles: That is aL good argu-
ment against compulsory arbitration.

Ron- 3. A. GREIG: Yes. In the great
coal mining industry of New South Wales
they are In a State Of almost perpetualI
turmoil. I will now quote the figures for
the whole of the Commonwealth covering
this period. The number of strikes 'was-
3,791; the number of workers involved,
1,081,974; and the loss In wages was
£11,000,026.

Hon. H. Stewart! Most of the trouble
seems to have come from New South
Wales.

Hon. 3. A. GREIG: So that compulsory
arbitration, which was to prevent *trikos
and bring about industrial peace, has bean
an absolute failure under existing en s-
ditions.

Hon. G. W. Miles: Have you the West-
ern Australian figures?

Hon. J. A. GREIG. No, Mr. Harris gave
them. I hope that the Bill will be wade
mote equitable in Committee. I object to
retrospective awards. If this provision is
carried through, we shall be striking a
vital blow to sound finance and business.
It would be impossible for contractors .,)
quote for any job if it were possible firr
a retrospective award to be made govc-:i-
ing the business with which they were
connected.

Hon. E. H. Harris: The GovernmenL ore
going to alter that proposal. An amend-
went is on the Notice Paper to that effect,

l~on. 3. A. OTIFIG: I am pleased to hepar
it. The president of the court should be
nlipointed for life, or be removable null
by motion of both Houses of Parliament.

Hon. H. Stewart: Appointed with the
approval of both Houses of Parliament?

Hon. J. A. GREIG: He should be re-
moved only by such means, If a man were
appointed for life, he would not fear that
he would be turned out by any polititial
party that happened to come into power.
Seeing how important the court is, and
that it deals with such gigantic financial
concerns, it should be controlled by a
permanent president.

Sitting suspended fromn 6.15 to 7.80 p.mn.

Hon. WV. ii. KITSON (Vest) [7.31):
After an experience of industrial arbitra-
tion extending aver approximately- 30 years,
the people at Western Australia asnd of the
Commonwealth should be fairly able to say
whether industrial arbitration has fulfilled
its purpose. No one can gainsay that prior
to the introduction of industrial arbitration
into Australia we were subject to industrial
troubles. On the other hand, it can be said
with certainty that in the days prior tG

arbitration Australia bad numerous big in-
dustrial troiibles, which hi-ought about a
condition of industrial chaos from which it
took us years to recover. That, in my
opinion, was the real cause of the introduc-
tion of industrial arbitration. Whether or
not arbitration has b'een entirely successful
depends largely on the individual's view-
point. For my part I am of opinion that
not only has arbitration served a highly
useful purpose, but that had it not been
fort arbitration we would riot have made
the same progress industrially as in fact we
have made during the last two decades. Mr.
Greig expressed the opinion that industrial
arbitration had been a farce and generally
Speaking was of no use to the community.
N.\ow, Mr, Greig is -not the only person hold-
ing such views; andl, though industrial arbi-
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tration is the policy Of the Labour Party
of Western Austr-alia and of the Common-
wrealth, numerous members of that party
do not htold with industrial arbitration as
so far we have known it. They, however,
object to arbitration on grounds differenit
from those advanced by '.\r. fGreig. They
claim that arbitration hias not secured for
the workers "hat up~on its introduction they
were promised it would secure for thene.
They put it somewhat in this way, that the
Arbitration Court is not a coart of justice,
but a court to maintain industrial peace,
and that oil this account organisations
which hold a key position, or -ire strongly
welded, can, by threats of striking, seenrce
from the Arbitration Court higher rates of
pay and better conditions than weak organt-
isations are able to obtain. f siubmit there
is logic in that argunment, for we know that
in various Australian States, and even in this
State, there have beeni decisions of the Arbi-
tration Court given by reason of the fact
that the Organisation before the court was
in a position to take direct action, and in
that wayl enforced some, if not all, of its
demands. Those things mar' be so, hut that
is not to say there is no virtue int industrial
arbitration. While arbitration was intro-
duced with the idea of substituting reason
for force, many people hold the view that
any section of the community should be
entitled to all they can possibly get, no
matter by what methods. They object to
the ninny restrictions imposed upon them by
the arbitration law and by other laws. Such
people are not confined to the ranks of the
workers. A number of them are to be found
among the employers. During my connec-
tion with the industrial movement in this
State, it has been my experience that among
the employers there is just as large a per-
centage not prepared to submit disputes to
the Arbitration Court as there is among the
workers. But generally speaking, it must,
I think, he adruitted that the introduction
of industrial arbitration has freed Australia
from many industrial disputes which would
have occurred under the old system. One
hon. member-I think it was "Mr. Greig-
quoted statistics with regard to strikes. But
if that hon. member will compare the num-
ber of strikes with the number of threatened
disputes that have faced this community
during the period he meotioned, I think he
n-ill find that there is a good deal to thank
our Arbitration Conrts for, evert though
there may be mouch for which we would not
thank them in any circumstances. The Bill
sh~ould, I consider, be approached from the
point of view of the stability of the State.
Most people will agree that without induis-
trial pence we cannot mnake much progress.
Therefore, if the accepted method of settling
industrial disputes is to be industrial arbi-
tration, we must see that our system, what-
ever its form, shall he such that all parties
will at least be satisfied to submit their
igrievuknces to it. Unfortunatelyv that has
not been the position during the last few

years in Western Australia. Many organ-
isations which believe in. arbitration have
nevertheless refUsed to refer their disputus
to the Arbitration Court, and this for vari-
ous reasons. The chief reason is that the
court has been so congested as to render it
impossible for an organisation to have its
eanee heard within a reasonable time. Some
orgailisatioas have, waited a few months,
others have been compelled to wait for
years, two and eveni three Years, to get their
cases heard. ISn it is quite easy to under-
stand the growing feeling against our Arbi-
tration Court as now constituted. In a tie
when the cost of living is constantly rising,
it is found that there is no hope of getting
a case heard, and thus obtaining an adjust-
meat of wages, without waiting for an in-
ordinate period. Another cause which has
contributed to the growth of the feeling I
refer to is the incoasisileiiry of certain
awards. Mfr. Sedden gave two or three in-
stances, very good instances, of this. I
could quote quite a number myself, but I
shalt not do so, for I think it must be
patent to this Chamber that ulierover such
a state of affairs exists one cannot expect
the people who have to appeal to a court
of that kind to be satisfied that they are
qetting a fair deal. We must bring about
such an amendment of the present position
as will ensure that all parties shall receive
identical treeatameat whenever they approach
the court. Our existing Act when first in-
troduced was regarded as a great advance
on previous legislation of the kind. West-
ern Australia was quoted as being
among the most advanced countries in
point of industrial legislation; and to
some extent our industrial laws, in-
cluding our Arbitration Act, were copied
by other countries. But since the pas-
sing of that Act there has been no
material amendment of our arbitration law,
while other Anstralian Statest and other
countries have from time to time amended
their industrial law, until to-day we find
that many of thern are tar ahead of Western
Australia. The Bill represents ant attenipt
on the part of the present Government to
place upon this State's statute-book what
has been proved by experience to be of bene-
fit in those States which have badl industrial
arbitration operating on lines somewhat
similar to those obtaining here. The fact
that certain clauses of the Bill have been
taken from measures enacted in other parts
of the Commonwealth is no reason whatever
for condemning the measure. From the
viewpoint of this House, thait fact should
rather he regarded as a good feature. HEon.
members should be favourably impressed
by the fact that the Government are
prepared to take advantage of any-
thing that has proved successful else-
where. One ho. member contended that
the Minister for Works had "atd
sections from the Acts of other States.
That bon. member seemed to think the
'Minister for 'Works should not have done
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anything of the kind, butl should have in- Hon. .J. Duffell: The round table confer-
trodueed something entirely* original.

Hon. J. Duffel]: I think the reference
was to the provision for conferences.

lHon. W. H. KITSON: I understand the
bon. member in question to refer to the eir-
crimstanee that practically the whole of the
Bill, as the hon. member put it, was the re-
sult of scissors and paste. He emphasised
the fact that many clauses of this Bill hare
been taken from the Acts of other States.
'Whatever hie intended to convey, T under.
stood him to find fault with the Minister
for Works fo# having pursued that course.
I commend the Minister for doing so because
I know his long experience in industrial
matters, and arbitration work in particular,'
enables him to recognise what will be use-
fill to both the workers and the employers.
The Pill represents a distinct advance upon
nor existing legislation and if given effect
to, it will lead to the more expeditions hear-
ing of oases and give satisfaction all roundl.
There may he one or two clauses in the 14ill
that may ble debatable from the standpoint
of some bon. members. The principles em-
bodied in the Bill are such that I do not
think we can reasonably find fault with
them. In one or two instances arguments
have been advanced by some bon. members
that may carry weight with certain individ.
nals and certain organisations. From the
point of view of the community as a whole,
however, I do not think they will carry
much weight at all. The Bill provides that
the Arbitration Court shall be constituted
by a whole-time president, together with re-
presentatives of the employers and the em-
ployees respectively. That is practically the
position to-day with the exception that our
present president cannot devote his whole
time to industrial arbitration problems. Tt
hasi been unfortunate in the past that we
have had to rely upon the services of a
Supreme Court judge to act as president for
he has been called upon to take his seat
on the Supreme Court bench from time to
time. in consequence, industrial matters
recu- iring attention have had to take second
place to other cases that hr no stretch of
imagination could be regarded as of equal
importance. Often we have witnessed the
Supreme Court dealing with litigation be-
tween individuals involving a few poun,9
while eases listed in the Arbitration Court
for the settlement of wages and industrial
conditions affecting big bodies of men, have
had to stand over. I know of nothing that
will cause industrial unrest more quickly
than the fact that workers are not able to
have their eases dealt with promptly. The
longer the delay the more serious becomes
the trouble, and the more diffiulty there is
in finding satisfactory settlement. If we
could only deal with disputes at their incep-
tion and give the pnrties concerned the peres-.
sao" facilities to have the points in dispute
dealt with-

once, for instance.
Hon. W. H. KITSON: That method has

done a lot of good. It does not matter
what facilities may be required to enable
the dicussion to take place, if they are made
available to the parties the result will be
that in nine eases out of 10 the dispute can
be settled without much difficulty, and with
a minimum interruption to business. Re-
garding round table conferences, I remember
that a few years ago when the industrial
position was acute, I was connected with a
large number of disputes in a very limited
period. Within six nmonths there were 36
disputes that were referred to the Industrial
Disputes Committee, of which I was a mem-
her. The present Minister for Works (lion.
A. McCallumn) was at that time secretary
of that committee, and during those six
months hardly a week went by without that
body being called upon to deal with a fresh
dispute. In many instances the cause of
the disputes was due to the fact that
the parties could not have their cases
heard in the Arbitration Court. Most of
those disputes %-crc settled as the result of
roundl table conferences. Immediately a dis-
pute was referred to the committee, we got
into touch with the employers concerned
through the Employers' Federation. With
the assistance of that body we were able
to go into the trouble quickly, discuss the
dispute freely and arrive at a settlement
that was satisfactory for the time bein.
We did not settle every point at times, but
we were always able to agree to refer the
remaining points at issue for settlement by
the Arbitration Court or by an independent
arbitrator.

Hon. J. J. Holmes: Is the Industrial Dis-
putes Committee still in existence?

Hon. W. H. KJTSON: Yes, and that body
is doing good work. Taking that experience
as a guide, and applying it to some pro-
visions of the Bill, it will be found that
this is one method that can be utilised
for the settlement of disputes by both
workers and employers. To that extent
the Bill represents a big advance upon
previous legislation. I agree with the
proposal that a representative of the
employers and a representative of the
employees shall be members of the court.
If we are to have a Supreme Court judge or
a man with legal training, having the qualii-
fications of a Suprenme Court judge asi presi-
dent of the Arbitration Court, we cannot
expect such a man to have an intimate know-
ledge of many of the finer points in connec-
tion with industries, either from the point of
view of the employer or of the employee.
With representatives of both sides on the
court, we give both the employers and the
employees the opportunity to have vital
points brought before the notice of the
court right up to the time it is intended to
issue anl award or a judgment.
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lion. J. M. Macfarlane: But the presi-
dent gets that assistance from the floor of
the court.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: That is so, but
it has to be renmemberedi that the court has
often dealt with half a dozen eases, one
after the other, and later when attention is
given to the framing of the awards, it is
impossihle to expect the president to be in
a position to deal satisfactorily with every
point raised during the hearings of those
several eases.

]Eon. H. Stewart: Has that been done
satisfactorily by the court in the past?

Hion. W. H: KITSON: To that extent,
yes. There is another point to be considered.
It often happens that advocates presenting
cases on behalf of either the employers or
the ermployees, hove had little experience in
that work. Assistance has been rendered by
the representatives of either side on the
bench and I presume that no one would de-
sire the Arbitration Court to decide upon
any question unless the whole of the facts
were before it. In addition to the president
anti the two representatives comprising the
Arbitration Court, the Bill provides for the
appointment of industrial magistrates. The
main object for those appointments is to
obviate the necessity. for organisations wait-
ing for long periods until the Arbitration
Court can deal with cases for breaches of
awards and so or.. Instead of it being neces-
sary for the Arbitration Conrt to journey to
Kalgoorlie to bear a few cases for breaches
of award, an industrial magistrate is to be
appointed to hear such cases with a mini-
mum of delay. That is a good point. I had
an experience quite recently that will clearly
indicate my meaning. Two years ago I was
instructed by an Organisation, of which I
was secretary, to sue an employer for a
breach of agreement. The necessary steps
were taken and a date fixed for the hearing.
Owing to the congestion of the business of
the court, the case, was not heard on the
date fixed. Time went on and the court be-
canm2 more and more congested. Although
the case was listed, it was not dealt with.
The point involved wast rather important.
Over two years elapsed before the case was
dealt with. In the meantime the firm con-
cerned had gone out of business and had
been amalgamated with another concern.
That did not invalidate the action, and it
"-as finally heard a week or a fortnight ago!
If sorne such provision as that outlined in
the Bill hadl been embodied in the parent Act,
such an incident could not have occurred.
The eae would have been heard within a
week or a fortnight and a delay of two
years would not have happened. Many or-
ganisations, have had to withdraw eases
listed simply because of the lapse of time.
Witnesses hare left the district and have not
been procurable. In some instances they
have left their employment and for other
reasons, too, unions have found it impossible
to proceed with the cases. That being so the

provision for the appointment of industrial
magistrates is necessary. I understand that
the intention of the Governument is not that
there shall be fresh appointments, but that
those holding magisterial positions at pre-
sent shall be appointed industrial magis-
trates. Justices of the peace may also be ap-
pointed to those positions. The Bill, if on
this point alone, is an imuprovenment on the
Act. Then again there are the industrial
boards, to wisicli most members who have
spoken have agreed. Those boards win
perform at duty in respect of the disputes
commnittee in ally district. In the event of
a dispute, and the court being unable to
hear it promptly, the court will refer it
to a board representative of employers
and employees, and by that method the
dispute will be expeditiously dealt with.
I feel sure the House will take no excep-
tion to that provision. Then there are the
boards of reference, also agreed to by most
members who have spoken. That brings
as to the demarcation boards. I know of
nothing that has caused more trouble be-
tween. organisations than the question of
demarcation. It has been the cause of
hanging up industries for weeks ant:
weeks. The provision in the Bill will
serve to solve a most serious problem. The
Bill gives the court additional power in
respect of compulsory conferences& In the
past these conferences have been called,
but no decision has been arrived at, and
so the president of the court has referred
the dispute into court. Most people would
regard that as a step towards settling the
dispute. Unfortunately, under the exist-
ing Act it is not always so, for the eame
so referred into court may not be heard
until years afterwards. I have had an
experience of that. Some two and a half
years ago a compulsory conference was
called, following on which the case wast
referred into court. The ease could not
le heard. Further conferences with the
cmlovcrs -were held, hut the employers
mould not agree to any alteration of exist-
ing conditions unless those alterations were
prescribed by the court. In eonsequence we
had a strike, and that, too, amongst em-
ployees not given to that sort of thing.
T refer to the clerks' strike in F'remantle.
In view of the time they had waited to
have their ease heard by the court, those
men and women were quite justified in
the action they took. When eventually
their strike was settled they were all
granted increases, but those increases
were not made retrospective. It is
obvious that for the greater part of the
three years they had waited, those people
were defrauded of their increases&

Hon. J. A. Oreig : Suppose the court
awarded decreases, would you still favour
the award being made retrosplective?

Ron. W. fl. KITSON: Uf the employers
could get the difference, yes. Let me tell
the hen, member that, whenever there is a
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likelihood of a decrease, the employers are
not slow to see that the decision is given
very quickly.

Eon. J. A. Greig: How can they get a
decision any more promptly than can the
workers?

Eion. J. J. Holmes: Apparently they can
get to the court whenever they want to.

Hon. W. H. KITSQN: That was demon-
strated in Kalgoorlie. Now we come to
the conciliation committees which, of
ecurse, will be productive of much good.
I believe that, generally speaking, the
court and these hialf dozen boards, if given
a fair chance, will prove that it is qute
possible to deal promptly with all disputes,
and that the Workers will be given setis-
faction to the extent that they will get.
their cases heard, while on the nther hand
the employers will be advantaged in know-
ing where they stand much earlier than
they can know under the existing Act.

Eon. J. J. Holmes: Explain the necessity
for two representatives in the Arbitration
Court in view of the fact that the evidence
will be taken in the lower court.

Hon. H. Stewart: He did that while you
were out of the Chamber.

Hoa. WV. H. KITSON: Another good
feature of the Bill proposes to remove
some of the restrictions hampering organ-
isations under the existing Act. Criticism
was levelled at this provision by Mr.
Cornell, who seemed to think that the
object in removing those restrictions was
that a -ertain orgarieation, the A.WXT.,
.might get registration and thus bring
about one big union mouch more quickly.
1. think 'lrI. Cornell scarcely under-
stooil tie position. Even if those re-
strictions a-e lifted, I (10 not think
it will assist that organisation in anyr
wv. There will still be disabilities to
keep that organisation in practically its3
present position. However, there is on theI
Notice Paper an amendment designed to
allow that organisation to register under
the Bill when it becomes law. It is an
anomaly that, under the existing Act, it
is necessary for unions to go to no end of
trouble in order to have their cases re-
farred to the court. After all. those
unions are only asking that their plaiit15
shall be referred to an impartial tribunal.
Surely nobody can object to that ! Under
the existing Act it is necessary to take
a ballot of the whole of the members of
an organisation. Admittedly it iq not done
on every occasion, but if the Act were
enforced it would have to be done.. con-
sider the position of the organization re-
ferred to by Mr. Cornell if it ba3 to com-
ply with that section of the existing Act.
Its members are scattered thronghout the
State, from Wyndham down to Eaperane.
If that organisation, wishing toa refer a
case to the State court, had to eonly
with the Act in detail, it wvould be neces-
sary to take a ballot of the whole of its
members. I can speak with authority on

this point, because for many years I have
been returning officer for that organisa-
tion 's election of officers. Such an elec-
tion takes approximately nine months to
carry out.

Hon. EI. H. Harris: Do you say it cannot
be done in a shorter period?

Hon. WV. H. KITSON: It could, but not
satisfactorily. Scattered all over the
State, its members are not necessarily sta-
tioned in their respective districts all the
time. Consequently the ballot papers can
Ibe sent to them only when their addresses
are known.

Hon. J. M. Macfarlane: Does that union
cater for Workers who could be absorbed
by sectional unions?

Hon. T. Moore ; One of its sections
covers the whole of the State.

lion. W. H. KITSON: I will deal with
the sectional question presently. Take also
the railway union, registered under the
Act. In order to take a ballot of its mem-
bers it would be necessary for that union
to have all its members in a given place
at a given time. It is not right that a
union should be placed under this dis-
ability when the only thing to he decided
by the ballot is whether or not the union'Is
case shall be referred to the Arbitration
Court.

Hon. E. H. ]{arris: Don't you think the
rank and file should have a voicel

Hon. W. H. KITSON: They 4o have a
voice.

Hon. E. H. ilarris: Why take it away
from them?

Hion. W. H. KITSON: It is not pro-
posed to do so. But if a union executive,
elected by the rank and file, are not in a
position to know what the union members
require, no one else is. And if the execu-
tive, after having received advice from
the whole of the branches of the organisa-
tie;, decide that the ease shall be referred
to the court, they should have tbe right
to so refer it.

Hon. 3. J. Holmes: Would it not be a
simpler matter to amend the union rules
than to amend an Act of Parliament?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: It may be
simpler, in that the union rules can be
amended in the way prescribed by those
rules and by the Act; but that will not
avail the union much if the Act says a
certain procedure shall be adopted. While
the A.W.U. has registration for two of
its sections, there are other sections that
cannot be registered under the existing
Act.

Hon. E. H1. Harris : Have they ever
applied for registration?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: Yes, and havii
failed.

Hon. E. H. Harris: Have they applied
separately I

Eon. WV. 11. KITSON: Two sections of
the A.W.U. are registered under the Act,
namely the pastoral and agricultural see-
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tion, and the maining section. Both those
sections can approach the court, whereas
n~one of the otliqr sections of the A.W.UJ.
has that privilege.

Hon. J. J. Holmes:: Which section is
looking after Mr. (kray?

.Hon. W. H. KITSON: I do not know.
If the A.W.U. is to be compelled to register
all its sections in the Arbitration Court, as
suggested by Mr. Harris-

Hon. E. H. Harris: There is no comput-
saon.

Eon. WV. H. KITSON: We shall get no
further. The Act lays down- that workers
shalt be registered in a specified industry
and in a specific locality. Take the mien
engaged on railway construction. They may
be working en the Margaret River railway.
A section of the union is formed and regis-
tered, and the members go through all the
procedure laid down in the Act. They have
to keep separate accounts; they have to furn-
ish separate returns. There is quite a large
number of things they have to do. That
would be all right if the men were going
to be employed in that locality for all time,
but in the course of a month or two they
may he transferred to Piawaning, and they
would then not be entitled to approach the
court, simply because they had removed to
another district.

Hon. J. V. Macfarlanc: You are making
out a good case f or the abolition of the
A.W.L'.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: I do not think so.
There will be no difficulty, if the Act be
amended, to provide that that or any similar
organisation shall have the right to refer
its disputes to the Arbitration Court, irre-
spective of the class of worker involved or
the district in which the workers are em-
ployed.

Hon. J. 3. Holmes: Without the consent
of the rank and file?

Hon. W. H1. KITSON: No. I should like
to disabuse the minds of members of the im-
pression that the A.W.TY. is ruled by the exe-
cutive and not by the rank and file. There
is no organisation of employers or employees
that is governed more by the rank and file
than is the A.W.U.

Hon. E. H. Harris: But if the Act were
amended as suggested, it would permit of
that being done.

ffon. W. H. 'KTTSON: The provision re-
ferred to is contained in the Commonwealth
Act,

Hon. E. H. Harris: That is a different
constitution.

Hon. WV. H. KITSON: Not at all. If an
executive he elected by the rank and fie of
an organisation, surely they can be reliea
upon to take the responsibility of referring
a case to the court, instead of first having
to consult the rank and file.

Hon. H. Stewart: No doubt they can take
the responsibility. They have proved that.

[8

Huu. T. Moore: The Employers' Federa-
tion does not take a ballot,

Hon. H. Stewart: Perhaps it ought to.
Hon. T. Moore: You do not suggest it
Hon. H, Stewart: 1 am not connectud with

the Employer's Federation.
Hon. WV. H. KITSON: The Bill will give

the court power to move to prevent a dis-
pute, a power that it has not had in the
past. That is a step in the right direction.
At present the court cannot deal with a dis-
pute unless referred to it by one of the
parties, but under this measure the court
will have power to intervene, and will pro-
bably be able to bring about a settlement
before serious harm has been done. The Bill
also gives the 'Minister the right to refer
a probable dispute to the court. Some memn-
hers object to that clause. I consider it a
very good clause. If there is an unregis-
tered organ isation concerned in a dispute,
he cannot refer the matter to the court be-
cause the organisatien is not registered.

Hon. E. H., Harris:. Or because it will
not register.

Hon. W. H. K{ITSON: The 'Minister
should have the power to refer such a matter
to the court.

Hon. E. H. Harris: Then you would put
an unregistered organisation on the same
p~lanle as a registered one.

Hon. W. 1H. KITSON! In that respect I
would. We may have a small body of work-
era, not registered under the Act, creating
a dispute that ultimately involves many
other registered organisations, and yet no
party would. have the right to refer the
matter to the court I do not see why it
should he possible for an organisation that
is not prepared to register under the Act to
take action involving hundreds and perhaps
thousands of other men who are prepared to
abide by the Act. If that clause be agreed
to, it will have the effect of bringing dis-
putes to an end much quicker thin is possible
at present.

Hon. H. Seddon: Such an organisation
would be an enemy of Labour.

Ron. WV. H. KITSON, I agree. All of
them should he registered, but unfortunately
all of them do not think that way. Some
orgnnisations have an idea that they can
stand aloof from and even in opposition to
other sections of organised labour, and he a
law unto themselves. We have reached a
stage when it is essential to have uniform-
ity. It shouldt not be possible for a email
body of men, employers or employees, to
stand out and create chaos as would happen
in the circumstances .1 have mentioned.

Hron. E. H. Harris: But it has been done
with the consent of the registered organ-
isatlons when they have been used as aL lever.

Hon. WV. H. KITSON: Perhaps so. Quite
a lot of things have been done in the past,
and will be done again in future, but I think
the organisationq would be able to present
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facts to justify the action taken by them.
Another clause that has evoked a good deal
of criticism here is that dealing with pre-
ference. it has been spoken of as prefer-
ence to unionists. That is a misnomer.

Hon. E. H. Harris: Ilam glad to have that
adnmissiou from a member of the Labour
Party.

Bon. W. H. KITSON: It is as well to
know where wve stand. The clause simply
proposes to give the court the right to grant
[,reference to c-stain individuals. Those in-
,dividuals may or may not be members of
vnions, and there can be nothing wrong with
giving the court that power. Thore may be
circumstances in which it is advisable, or
even necessary, that certain orgauisations
or individuals should have preference in cer-
tain work.

Hon. H. Stewart: Under that provision
coul([ the court grant preference to returned
soldIiers!I

Hon. W. H,. K[TSON: Yes.
11 on. E. 11. Gray: The court should give

preference to the present generation, who
have the same rights as have returned
soldiers.

lion. H. Stewait: The court can give
preference to whomever it likes?

Hon. W. ff. KITSON: Yes. The clause
is almost word for w~ord with the section in
the Commonwealth Act, and I1 think it Is
well known that though that section hase ap-
lpeared in the Commonwealth Act for a con-
siderable number of years, in only one in-
stance has the court awarded preference.
it is proposed to extend the tern, worker
to cover certain sections who, in the past,
have not bad an opportunity to refer their
cases to the court. It is desired to include
domestic servants, club eniployei, and in-
surance canvassers. I agree with Mr. Sed-
don that not one argument has been ad-
vanced why domestic servants should not be
included in the scope of the measure.

Hon. A. J1. If. Saw: That includes the
44-hour week.

Hon. W. If. KiTRO-N: It is immaterial
whet it includes.

Hon. E. 11. Gray: How- many hours, does
Dr. Saw want a domestic servant to work?

Hon. W. If. KITSON: flomestic servants
arc a class deserving of every possible con-
sideration. They have bad to tolerate con-
ditions in many instances absolutely dis-
graceful. At almost every representative
conference where industrial matters have
been discussed, the injustees suffered by
domestics have been stressed. Let um quote
from a report of the International Socio-
logical Congress held in Aprfl, 1924. That
congress "-as representative of 400 organisa-
tiers in 45 different countries, and one of
the resolutions adopted was that the dignity
of persons engagcd in domestic service be
raised. Several other resolutions were
agreed to, to the effect that domestic science
be developed to expedite domestic lnbour,
and that the class of ol-faihiored domestic

service he replaced by a class of higher level
and be considered as sharing fin domestic
labour. It was also decided that the inter-
pretation of "worker'' should include do-
amestic servants, because sweating "-as very
prevalent in this calling. That is quite
true. There arc nany cases right in our
idst which could not possibly occur if do-

niesties were organised and had the right to
reter their troubles to court. Recently an
advertisement appeared in the '' West Aus-
tralian": ''Wanted a good house general.''
A certain lady, on interviewing the lady of
the house, was advised that the duties con-
sisted of light housework, the wages were
22s. 6id. a week and meals wvere allowed.
This '1as considered satisfactory by the ap-
plicant, who started wvork at 6.30 a.m., on
Mondayr. For the first two boors she bad
to do washing, and then between sweeping
andt dusting she had to make eight boils,
aittend to the toiletware in the bedrooms,
clean knives, etc., prepare the table for
dinner, w-nit at table and wvash up. !She
was fully occupied till 2 p.m. or later and
was thea off duty till about 4 p.m. Then
she bad to prepare for the evening meal,
wait at table and wash up, and she finished
her duties at 7.30 p.m. On Tuesday she
started work at 6.30 am., attending to
breakfast, waiting at table and washing up,
.after which she iaas required to scrub and
polish floors, dust the rooms, prepare for
dinner, wait at table and wash up, This
occupied her till 2 p.m., when she was
allowed off. On resuming at 4 p.m. to pre-
pare- for dinner, shfe was directed to first
go over the dining-room floor and dust
again. She protested against being re-
quired to do this additional work and in-
formed her employer that the place had
lbeen misrepresented as the work she had to
do was considerably more than housework.
She was not aw-are that the place was a
hoarding-horse nnd that there weia seven
boarders to be attended to as well us tivo
sons.

Hen. .1. Cornell: There is a bed short
somewhere.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: All this work
had to be done for 22s. ld a week.

Hon. A. J. H. Saw: How long dlid she
lost?

Heon. W. H. KITSON: Three dlars, and
she was justified in leaving too. Members
may make a laughing matter of it, hut I
assure them that there are scores of similar
instances in the mnetropolitan area.

Hon. A. Lovekin: You would not say
that that was the general rale.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: No; I wish to
be fair.

Hon. T. 'Nicholson a And there is no
9enreity of employment in that particular
branch.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: You cannot ex-
pect a scarcity of employment while these
conditions prevail. Tt is quite possible for
.a large number of domestics to secure em-
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jloynient if they are prepared to work for
ice wages and conditions that are offered

to thet,,. The only objctionL that has been
raised to 1th particular phase of the ques-
tic,, is thut tthe uio n has the right to ap-
point an Inspector an'l that the inspector
,,ill lie able to cnter a home at any time.
There is no provision in the Hill for such
a thing. Air. l.o't'kin, who said that he
would lie prepared to break the neck of any
ii~jtctur who entered his hiomic, can rest
assureti that no inspector will enter a pri-
vate dwelling.

lion. A. Lovekin: Under this Bill you
give hini the power to do so.

Iln. XV. 11. KITSON: We do not. The
13111 giveq in itipetor power to examine
time books and so on in shops and factories,
and the definition net out in the Factories
anoi Shops At nnlces it clear that lie would
not have the right to enter a dwelling. One
has only to turn to the Factories and Shops
Act for the definition of 'factory.'' It is
is follows:-

Any buildiag, premises, or place in
which four or more persons are engaged,
directly or indirectly, in any handicraft
or in preparing or manufacturing goods
for trade or sale; but does not include
any building in course of erection, nor
any temporary workshop or shed for
workmen engaged in the erection of
such building.

It does not in any shape or form refer to
a private dwelling.

Hon. E. H. Harris: What is the object
oi conferring the power on them, if they
cannot enter a dwellingf

Hon. WV. H. KITSON! It is necessary
that an inspector should be able to see
that the conditions of an award are ob-
served in shops and in factories.

Hon. J. 3. Holmes: What is the use of
an inspector if be cannot enter all
premises?

Ron. WV. H. KITSON; He can enter only
those premises as defined under the Fac-
tories and Shops Act. I repeat that the
Bill does not give an 'inspector the right
to enter a dwelling.

Hon. J. Cornell: An inspector under the
Health Act has the power to do so.

Ifon. W. H. KITSON: It seems to me to
be of no use to put facts before some
members. If members think it Is neces-
sary that there should be a further pro-
vision which would make the position
clear, I shall have no objection to it, and
I do not think the Government will either.
It is intended also to extend the term
''worker'' to cover club employees who
at the present time have not the right of
registration or the right to go before the
Arbitration Court. It is only proper that
they should have this right if they wish
it. Another section it is desired to cover
by the term "4worker'' is Insurance
canvassers. From time to time there has
been a good deal of criticism levelled
against insurance canvassers. I am aware

that there are certain. insurance canvassers
that it would be difficult to cover. Why
should we deny to any section of workers
who desire that their wages and conditions
shall be improved, the right to have that
improvement brought about by some im.
partial tribunal?

Hon. J. M1. M.acfarlaue: Do all the can-
%assets desire this?

lior. WV. H. KITSON: Certainly.
Hon. J. Md. Macfarlane :I know one

who does not want it.
Hon. W. H. KITSON: The bon. member

may be able to quote an individual case.
lion. J. Md. Macfarlane: You said every-

one.
Hon. W. H. KITSON: I am referring to

the industrial insurance agents in this
State. If they are given this rih, it is
not to be supposed that thois to whom,
it is given will exercise it in the way
some people think. During the past few
years this section has made every en-
deavour to secure an improvenieut in their
condition;, but have Jailed. I have been
closely connected with Indu~str-ial insur-
area agents for a few yeaes. One mnem-
bet said that it was not until that sc~tioa
of thme community had come under the
wing of the Labour Party that they de-
sired to secure recognition. If there is
any connection between insurance agents
and the Labour Party, it has Deen brolught
about by their own e!?orts. Their
organisation believe in arbitration, and as
they desire that their conditions of labour
should be regulated there is no reason why
the right to have those conditions regu-
lated should not be given.. These people
constitute one of the few sections of
workers that has not had say improved
conditions or remuneration for many year&

Ho,,. H. Stewart: Do they work on
wages or on commission'

Hon. W. H. KITSON- Many of thenm
are paid commission on!;.

Hon. 3. Mi. Macf arlane: And same of
them are making fortunes.

Hon. W. U. KITSON. The lion. member
does not understand the difference between
the men to whom I amn referring and some
other agents who perhaps are doing fairly
well. The hon. member may be able to
point to one individual who has done well,
but generally speaking, industrial insur-
onco agents are perhaps the most down-
trodden section of the workers.

Hon. H. Stewart: Does the Bill specify
''industrial insurance agents''?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: It specifies insur
-snee canvassers, and Industrial insurance
agents come under that heading. A few
years ago when these men were feeling
the effect of increased prices, they were
told by their employers that there was no
chance of their getting improved con-
ditions.

Hon. 11. Stewart: Why are they ruled oit
to-day?
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Hon. W. H. KITBON: 1 will tell the hon.
member in a moment. A good many con-
ferences were held resultlesaly. Ev-entually
these men, in order to show that they really
meant what they had been saying, decided to
strike. Their employers had refused them
the right to go before the Arbitration Court,
and had refused to give them any consider-
ation. Thus the men had no option but to
refuse to carry on the work under the con-
ditions existing. The strike lasted for 10
weeks, at the expiration of which a settle-
ment was reached under which certain of
those men were guaranteed a wvage of not
less than £4 per week. This arrangement
was to be made for six months, by way of
trial. At the expiration of the six months
the agents who had not been able to earn
the £4 per week at the old rate of commis-
sion were liable to have their services dis-
pensed with by the companies. After the
six months period, simply because the men
had not the right to refer to the Arbitration
Court or some other tribunal, in the ease
of some companies they drifted and drifted,
until the conditions became, and now are,
worse than they have ever been in the history
of industrial insurance If a an applies
to a company for employment as an agent,
he is asked to sign a certain agreement. I
have such an agreement here, and it is typi-
cal of the agreements generally. It con-
tains 26 clauses, printed in very small type,
and so worded that any ordinary person may
L~e defied to say what the agreement is even
after reading it half a dozen times. The
mn applying for employment as an agent
knows full well that if he does not sign the
agreEment hie has no chance whatever of get-
ting a position. Therefore, upon being told
that it is customary to sign the agreement,
he attaches his signature to it; and as a rule
that is the last he sees of the agreement.
He is not even given a duplicate or a copy
of it, and therefore he does not know what
he has signed. Assuredly he does not under-
stand what he has signed. Let me read one
or two of the clauses. Clause I is as fol-
lows: -

The company appoints the agent its
agent and the agent accepts the agency
on the following term:-(1) That the
agent shall canvass for and receive with
all answers complete proposals for new
policies and applications for reinstatement
in all departments of the company's bus-
iness. The agent will also collect prem-
iuims from policy-holders on whom he is
authorised to call.

Clause S reads-
That the industrial and weekly accid-

ent premiums which the agent is author-
ised to collect are those appearing in the
collecting book or register of the agency
s in force on ay particular Monday.
Authority for collection Of Premiums on
additional policies and the withdrawal of

authority to collect are contained in the
official schedules referred to in clause 12
of this agreement; authority to collect to
start from the Monday on which the agent
is authorised to enter the additional bus-
iness in the collecting book or register,
and to cease when transferred business is
authorsed to be removed fronm the collect-
ing book or register. No other form of
authority to collect, or withdrawal of such
authority, whether oral or written, to be
recognised as forming part of this agree-
mieat.
Hon. H. Stewart: As you readl the clauses,

they are quite plain.
Hon. A. T1. H. Saw: We all understand

them.
Hon. W. H. KITSON: Another clause

reads -
That should the renewal debit of the

agency at any time during the currency
of this agreement show a working decrease
caused by an excess of lapses, the agent
hereby undertakes to refund immediately
(on being requested so to do) to the com-
pany, in cash, an amount equal to the
commission which would be payable on a
corresponding amount of increase on sim-
ilar new business as defined in elaujes
13 and H of this agreement, such amount
until refunded to constitute a debt by the
agent to the company.
lon. A. Lovekin: Tf you read that to an

agent, he would understand it.
Hon. A. .T. If. San': He could not carry

,)a his business uinless he did understand it.
Hon. W. H. KITSON: This thing is

handed to a man 'rho has had no previous
experience of such agreements.

Mfember: Nonsense!
Hon. W. H. KITSON: In ninety-nine

eases out of a hundred the man who is
asked to sign such an agreement as this
does not know the first thing about agree-
ments.

Hon. J. M4. Maefarlane: Then lie is takt-
ing up the wrong vocation.

Hon. W. HT. KITSON: It is ridiculous
for hon. members to talk like that. It shows
that they have no knowledge whatever of
this avocation.

Hon. A. TLoveldn: As you read the agree-
ment, it is prefeetly clear.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: It is clear to the
lion, member, who is familiar with agree-
ments and contracts; but it is not clear to
the man who has had no previous experience
of insurance.

Hon. 3. Nicholson: How much do the men
average under those agreements?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: The commision
varies, hut the average would be 15 times
on new business and 15 per cent, on colloc-
dions.

'Hon. J1. A. Greig: Rome agents get 75
per cent.
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Bion. W. H. KITSON: Can the hon. mem-
ber give an instance of that? Hie is con-
fusing industrial insurance with ordinary
insurance. Clause '27 of the agreement
reads:-

It is hereby mutually agreed and de-
clared (a) That this agreement contains
the whole of the ternms of the agency ex-
isting between the company and the agent,
and it is intended hereby that the relation-
ship between the company and the agent
will be strictly that of principal and
agent and not in any way whatever that
of employer and employee. (b) That the
agent will be under no obligation to per-
form and that the company shall have no
right to require the performance by the
agent of any duties other than those
hereby contracted and agreed to be per-
formed. (c) That no communication
-whether verbal or in writing, given by the
company or any offleer or officers of the
company, to the agent which is in any
way inconsistent with, or which either
directly or indirectly in any way varies,
alters, or adds to the terms of this agree-
ment or any of them shall be binding
on the agent, and any such communication
if given may be regarded by the agent
merely as in the nature of guidance and
advice which he shall be under no obli-
gation to accept.
Hon. J. Nicholson: Thea how are the

hours to lie regulated?
The PRESIDENT: Order, please!
Honl. W. H. KITSON: The point I wrish

to make is that the agent is compelled, hav-
ing no option in the matter, to sign an agree-
mnent containing the last clause I have read,
and that that is the particular clause on
which the Arbitration Court has ruled that
the agent is not a worker within the mean-
ing of the Tndustrial Arbitration Act. The
man is a free agent in the matter to this
extent only, that if he desires work of this
nature he must sign that agreement before
he is given the opportunity to do the work.

Ron. H. Stewart: He can take up land.
Honl. W. H. KITSON: That is an abso-

lutely ridiculous statement. The men I speak
Of are faced with this position, that if they
desire to make a living out of the occupa-
tion they must spend the whole of their
time at that Occupation. One hall. member
has said that these men have agencies for
15 or 16 different lines. I defy any mem-
ber to produce an industrial agent following
that particular calling for a living who is in
that position.

Holl. H. Stewart: But the Dill does not
deal with industrial insurance agents.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: The Bill deals
with insurance canvassers, and the people
who have to sign this agreement are insur-
noce canvassers. They are employeid by the
various insurance companies or societies, and
their duties are somewhat as follows, They
arc given what is called a debit, or a book,

to collect. The hook contains the names
and addresses of numerous policy holders in
the companiy who ame resident within a our-
tain area. The agent's duty is to call upon
those policy holders week by week, regu-
larly. He is given certain advice by the corn-
pin- as to how hie shall go about the busi-
ness. One of the secrets of success in the
calling is to attend to the business regularly,
without in any way neglecting it, even on a
single day.

Honl. A. Lovekin: Is not 15 per cent, a
fair remuneration for collecting the moneyt

Hon. W. H. KITSON: In some instances
it is, but certain of the conditions are simply
outrageous. A fairly !cge number of indus-
trial insurance agents in the metropolitan
area, engaged week in and week out on this
work do not average £3 10s. per week.

Hon. 3. M.. Macf arlane: They would be
the men wvho cannot read that agreement.

Honl. W. H. KITSON: They can read it
all right alter they have been at the game
for a while. They understand it then, but
they did not understand when they were
required to sign it in order that theyr might
get employment. It contains some con.
ditions which may be termed unique. One of
those conditions, which very few of the
agents understand until they have experi-
enced its practical application, is that they
shall be responsible for a certaia period for
the business that is on their books. Let me
explain that condition. Suppose 1, as an
agent, insure a member of this Chamber for
2s. per week. I collect my commission on
that transaction as new business; and as I
collect the 2s. week by week, I receive my
collecting commission on it. But suppose
the hon. member who has insured through
me decides that ho will not carry on tbe po-
licy; or suppose that he removes out of my
district, and that thus trace is lost of him.,
If the policies lapse within specified periods
-in one instance, four weeks-the agent is
comipelled to refund the amounts he received
for securing the business.

Honl. E. Ff. Harris: Did you make the
point clear regarding the 15 per cent.1

Hon. W. H. KITSON: The agent re-
ceives 15 per cent, and 15 times the pre-
mium paid in the first instance on new busi-
ness. He gets his conmmission on colletions
as he secures the money from week to week.
In some instances the agents are responsible
for five years for the business they handle.
The business is taken over by the agent in
good faith, and the company accept the busi-
ness. The company pay the commission ini
accordance with the agreement but, should
the policy-holder decide that he does not
wish to go on with the business, the agent
has to refund what he has received by way
of commission on new business.

Honl. J. 3. Holmes, That is necessary to
prevent dummying!

Hon. W. H. KITSON: At any rate I
am pointing out the conditions under which
these mn have to work. The agent takes
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over the book and some of the business he is
dealing with wvas opened up by someone
else. Although he did not get the business,
he is responsible for it if it lapses.

Ron. A. Lovekin: Do you say he has to
pay back 15 per cent, and 15 times the pro-
Whim received in the first instance?

Ron. WV. H. KITSON: Yes.
lion. J. Nicholson: Although be did not

receive that premium himself in the first in-
stance?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: Yea, unless he
provides new businessl of the same value as
the policy that has lapsed.

Rion. E. H. Harris: Of course, it cuts both
ways.

Rion. H. Stewart: Is this an argument in
favour of the adoption of the definition of
'.Worker'' in the Bill?

Hon. WV. H. KITSON: It is an argu-
ment to establish jhe claims of these inur-
once agents to the right to approach the
Arbitration Court to have their conditions
of employment and wages reviewed. I can
make out a still stronger case in support
of their claim. In one particular company
the agent may be responsible for 253 years
in respect of certain policy-holders. Al-
though the company may have received
premiums collected by one individual for
25 years, and although that individual may
not have received the comm~ission on that
business in the first instance, the agent has
been compelled to pay back to the company
15 times the amount of the first premium
becarse that policy has loped and no free
policy has been issued. Although the com-
pany received those premiums for 25 years
they, penalised that agent although he did
riotreceive the first prtemtiumal

Hon. A. Lovekin: T dTo not think you
understand the clause in the agreement.

Hon. J. Nicholson: Why do the agents
sign such an agreement?

Hon. W. IT. KITLSON: Because they do
not understand it until they have worked
tinder it. The agents have on several acesa
siosis endeavoured to obtain registration
under the Industrial Arbitration Act and
have failed. On each occasion the reason
given by the president of the court wrag
that the court hand to assume that the men
understood what was contained in the agree-
ment they signed, and because of the clause
which set out that the relationship between
the parties wvas that of principal and agent
and in no way that of employer and em-
ployee. Therefore, registration had to be
refused. I will quoteo what has been said
by the court on two oeengions. One appili-
ration was heard on the 3rd September,
1915, and oni that occasion Mr. Justice
Northmore, said-

The writings that have been put in
show rather the relationship which exists
between them is that of principal and
agent and for that reason in my opinion
they are not workers within the meaning

of the Act, and the union therefore is
incapable of registration.

il a more recent diate, the 14th September,
1921, a similar application was again before
the Arbitration Court, and Mr. Justice
)lraper, after quoting a number of cases
hearing upon the point, went on to say-

It seems to be impossible to hold that
this agreement is one in which the parties
hear the relationship of mnaster and ser-
vant to each, oilier. There is no control
over the performance of the w~ork. The
work is done in the agent's own time,
,vl-enever he likes, and lie can carry on
other work. Ile is paid by cotmnission;
hie can get anyone else to do the work for
hint, and neither the society (that is the
company) nor any offietr is entitled to
direct the manner or time in which the
agent is to conduct his agency w~ork. In
these circumstances, the persons employed
as agents uinder these agreements, are in
my opinion not workers under the Indus-
trial Arbitration Act, and tHie decision
of the Registrar in refusing to register
was correct.

It will be seen from that particular jutig-
'ament that the judge practically quoted t
clauses fromt the agreement I have referred
to. In an earlier part of his judgment he
stated that the agents were to be assumed
to have understood what they signed, He
also suggested that the agents could please
themselves where they went and how they
did their work. On the other hand, the fact
is that the companies have superintendents
anti various other officers engaged to carry
out wyork of supervision respecting the op-
erations of the agents. Those agents are
instructed from time to time where they
shall go and what particular class of work
they shall undertake. The agents are abso-
lutely bound down, in every possible way.
They have no Option respecting the work
they have to undertake. They have signed
the agreement and they have to carry out
their work as instructed by their particular
offices. I am perfectly correct when I state
that the average wage paid to the industrial
insiurnce agents in the metropolitan ares
is £3. INs. a week.

Hon,. J. M. 'Mafarlane: D)o not the super-
intendents assist in writing new busines

Ho,,. W. HT. KITSON: Tn some instances
they do, but for the most part special offi-
cers are appointed for that work. I under-
stand that spciall agents are called upon to
carry out those duties and assist the agents
in their endenivours to secure business that
has been previously prospected. There is
no question about the companies having the
right to compel the agents to art under their
instructions. If ever there was a body of
men entitled to go before an impartial tri.
bunal to have their conditions; of work re-
viewed, it is the industrial insurance agents.
I do not know what bon. members think
about the question, but it seems to me that
above all other bodies the insurance comn-
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pallies should be able to treat their em-
piloyees decently.

Hon. J1. Cornell: WhVly not wake their
organisation an industrial union by Act of
Parliament in the same way asa you piopose
to do iith the A.W.U3

Hun. WV. 11. KCITSON: At any rate, 1 am
advocating Oiic way of securing recognition.
In any- opinion these industrial agenti nre
primarily responsible I or the progress made
by the insurance companies in Australia. It
it were not for the iiork performed by the
agenits the business of the companies coulId
not have reached its present proportions.
It has been stated on the authority of one
of the companies concerned that the largest
insurance companies in Great Britain owe
their success to industrial insurance. That
fact is torne out by our experiene in Aus-
tralia. That leads me to the question
whether these particular companies are in
a position to agree to reasonable ternms and
conditions for their employees. I will
qtiote a few figures to show the progress
mnde dluring a given number of years by
at least one insurance conmpanuy. I admit
that must of them are mutual concerns and
that the profits are returned to the
policy-holder in the form of bonuses.
There -ire exception, however. I believe
that if the policy-holders knew the full
falets they would not agree to the conditions
iindhr idhieh the agents work at present.
Proni 1908 to 1921 ore comipany made
profits out of the insurance buainess that
ranged from 85 per cent, to 57.5 per cent.
per annkum. Tai addition to that the capital
of the company Increased from £40,000 to
£E200,000. So far as I can gather there
has Dot been one penny-piece added to thne
caipital since 1915.

Hton. T. Moore: They are money-making
machines.

Hfon. W. HE. KITSON : And they are
making 57 per cent, on their capital. 'Phis
ise one of the companies that contended it
would be extremely dangerous to give the
agents better conditions and terms of em-
ploymnent, and that the businessq eantit
afford to pay increases. In~nrauee comn-
panies, particularly during recent years.
have made a feature of the fact that they
are progressive concerns. They have em-
phasised the fact that they are sound
propositions and making big profits. I
will quote particulars regarding some in-
surance companies that are well known
in Australia. Take the Commercial Union-
Iusurauce, Company, with an authorise'l
capital of £2,950,000. In 1914: their divi-
dends were 100 per cent.; in 1915 they
were 110 per cent.; in 1916 they were 189
per cent.; in 1917 they were 140 per rent.;
in 2918 they were 155 per cent.; ari there
was a RD per share reduction of ncalledI
capital. Tn 1918 the dividends were Glj
per cent., with £1 -per share reduction.
Take the Employers' Liability Insurance
Company. In 1913 their dividends were

35 per cent.; in 1914-16 they were 40 per
certA.; in 1917 they were 50 per cent.; in3
1PIS they were 70 per cent.; in 1919 they
were 100 per cent.; and in 1920-21 they
%vere 80 per cent. on the increased capital.
And so it goes on. I have hero a number
I could quote with dividends ranging fromt
40 per cent, to 100 per cent. on their
capital. -

The PRESIDENT: 1Row does the hion.
member connect alt this with the Bill?

lion. W. If. KITSON: Ia this way: The
Bill provides for certain workers being
included wvithin its scope. Thoso workers
-are the employees of certain insurance
comapanies. Those companies have told us
that why it is impossible to give their
workers better conditions, or allow them
to go to the Arbitration Court, is that the
companies cannot afford it. I am showing
from their own literature that it there be
any set of employers in a position to give
their employees decent conditions, it is
the insurance companies.

The PFRESIDENT: All right, go on.
Ron. W. H. KITSON: Dr. Saw suggested

that I was quoting from companies not
cncerned with industrial inaurance. Per-
haps I have been. But while I have done
that in respect of those companies men-
tioned, there are many others I can quote,
and it will be found that the same thing
obtains throughout the insurauce world
to-day. In 3921 the Mutual Life and Citi-
zens Company paid in dividends to share-
holders £115,000, being 57.5 per cent. The
Mutual Life and Citizens Company divides
its profits in this way: 80 per cent, of the
divisible profits of the ordinary branch
and apportioned to with profit policy
holders% in that brunchI, and the remaining
20 per cent, to shareholders who under-
take to conduct the business of the branch
at an expense rate not exceeding 15 per
cent. of the income. The policy holders
do not participate in the profits of the
industrial branch. Both those figures eon.
vey the impression that the maximum
dividends payable will be 20 per cent. Bnt
that is on the whole of the profits of the
company, and in the case of the Mutual
Life and Citizens Company, with assets of
over R16,000,000, the dividends last year
were £115,000 nn a capital of £200,000-
and this capital has beea watered out of
puofits from £40,000 up to £200,000. Yet
this is one of the companies that cannot
afford to give their employees the right
to approach the Arbitration Court. Out
of the £1I15,000 worth of dividends paid
last year, £C66,237 was contributed by the
indastrial department. This is convincing
evidence of the profit-earning capacity of
that branch of the husiness. I have here
the literature of another company engaged
in the same business. The Prudential of
London, the largest insurance company In
the British Empire, was originally formed
to transact industrial insurance, and in
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73 years has accumulated assets of
£135,000,000. To-day' their capital stands
at-two million £1 shares mainly created
ott of profits. Last year those shares were
quoted on the'London Stock Exchange at
£7 2s., and the interest income on the
Prudential's funds alone is sufficient to
psy three-quarters of its claims.

.Hon. E. H. Harris: Did you investigate
the value of industrial insurance as
against any other branch of insurance?

Ron. W. H. KITSON: Yes, I did.
Hon. A. Lovekin: All this is distinctly

interesting but unfortunately you did not
read that agreement clearly.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: I ami prepared
to lay that agreement on the Table if the
hon. inmer desires it. While it may be
said there are operating its the Common-
wealth only a few insurance companies who
employ men under these conditions, there
are also other companies who einploy men
in a similar capacity, The provision in the
Bill w-il] give relief to those men who at
present, because they are insurance canvas.
sers, cannot approach the Arbitration
Court. Another point to which attention
is often drawn is the ability with which
most of the companies are able to pay their
dividends nut of interest receipts alone,
leav-ing the p~rofits to accumulate.

Hon. 13. Stewart: From what authority
are von nitoting now?

H~on. W. H, KITSON:\- From a pamphlet
issued hr the Citisens and Graziers' Life
Tasurance Company.

H~on. 0. W. 'Miles: What was their ob-
jet in issifi' that pamphlett

Hon. NV. H. KITSON: To show the pub-
lic of Western Australia what a wonder-
folk.% fine investment insurance is.

Ho1ni. A. J1. H1. Saw: Are they trying to
sell shares in the company?

Ron. W. H. KITSON: Yes, but unfor-
tunately r was unable pecuniarily to take
-up any. I want to quote an extrac-t from
the ''Bankers' Insurance Magazine,'' of
October, 1921, dealing with life assurance
in Australia, as follows:-

The annual reports of life assurance
comnpanies with head offices in Australia
and 'New Zealand show a large increase
in new business tronsarteul. Tn 1916 the
ordinary bvsiness amounted to£1,8.
194, industrial £5,010,501, or a total of
£21,691,755. In 1920 the ordinary bus-
iness transacted was £35,466,756, thie in-
dustrial business £8,800,000, or a total of
944,266,000. For some years the mortality
experience of the offices. wast affected first
by war claims, against which the policies
issued before the war usually contained
no conditions; and, secondly, by post-war
influenza claims. The war claimst paid
by the various offices aggregated nearly
4'% millions sterling, and the influenza
claims over £300,000. Durning 1920, ho-
ever, with the cessation of these adverse
influences, the mortality experience was

favourable, and betu-een the reduction in
claims and the increased income from
premiums anti interest, the funds of the
life offices hare been growing at a faster
irate, the excess of income over expendi-
ture in the ordinary department alone
being over £5,300,000 in 1920 against 3!,L
millions in 1919, and' about 3 millions in
1918. The net interest return, after de-
ducting taxation, has risen to about 5.07
per cent, for 1920. The funds of the ord-
inary and industrial departments at the
cad of 1920 amounted to about 87jr mil-
lions, and adding the figures appertaining
to other classes of business in a few eases,
together with capital of proprietary com-
panics, investment reserve funds, and cur-
rent liabilities, the total is represented
by assets of about 98 millions, of whirls
07 Millions consists of Government and
muiciipal securiiities and loans on rate s
and about 2214 millions consists of mort-
gages. Government securities held by the
life offices. have increased considerably
since 1914 owirg to the suipport given to
war loans, hat mortgages hare dleclin.ad
duiring the same period by about 51f mil-
lions.

Yet these companies claim that their em-
siloynca should not be entitled to go to the
Arbitration Court. Wrere is another extract
from the ''Hankers' and Tusurance 'Maga-
zine "

Rome of the most sncessfal e~cnmples
of life assurance institutions arc to he
found in the British Dominions beyond
the seas. Australia in partieular is the
home of highly, prosperons undertakines,
challenging comparison with the heat that
have invaded and secutred a large amount
of Pupport in the 'Mother country.

In a review of ther combined results of eight
life companies in Australia, we get this-

Eight of the principal life insurance
conuinnies transacting husiness in the
Commonwealth wrote new business during
1921 in the ordinary and industrial de-
p~artments. to the Value Of £35,37,000.
The premium income of those companies
duringr 1921 was £10,121,973. The total
claims in both rlenartmeots duiringr 1911
were £4,580,915, showing a suirpliis an-
nal income over all claims of L.5,541,0l63.

Tt is interesting to note that during the
same -year the interest earned on invested
capital of these compainies amiounted to no

-less than £4,761,2931, or 5% per rent.,
which alone would have exceeded the
claims by £180,378. Therefore the surT-
plus of income, including interest over
claims for 1921 was £10,302,356. The
combinedI assets. of the well known offices
amounts; to the large sum of £95.235.86.
The authority cited in connection with
these figures is the Australian Tnvestment
Digest.

T think T have shown conclusively that f
any etmployers are in a position to deal ye-
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esonably with their employees, it is these in-
surance companies. I hope the House will
agree that the industrial insurance canvas-
sers shall at least have the right to go to
the Arbitration Court. In Queensland they
have that right.

Hon. A. J. H. Saw: Do you know how
many have gone out of work in consequence
of the Queensland Act?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: I know there are
more agents working in Queensland to-da.y
than when first they earned the right to go to
the Arbitration Court. M1y authority for that
is the secretary of' the Queensland union. The
saute arguments were used in Queensland as
have been used here. They are not paid
wages in the ordinary sense of the term in
Queensland, although they are governed by
the Arbitration Act, and their conditions of
labour are regulated by that Act. Under
the Bill these men will have the right to
go to the court. And if it be held that the
court is not the proper place for the hearing
of their case, what is wrong in referring that
ease to one of the boards to be appointed?
Although those men have been loyal to
their respective companies, in some cases for
20 and even 30 years, scarce one of them cam
say that his rates of remuneration have been
increased during the whole of that period.
As a matter of fact, in many instances, the
rates paid to-day are lower than. those paid
20 years ago.

Hon. A. leovekia: Can you give us an idea
of their average earnings?

Hon. W. H. KTTSON: Taking the whole
of the industrial agents in the metropolitan
area, their -average earnings over the year
would not be more than £3 10s. weekly.
Members may he able to quote men who
have earned £7 or £8 per week at various
periods of the year; but take any office you
like and it -will be found that the average
in that office is but very little above £3 10s.
weekly the Tear round.

Honi. T. 'Moore: Anyhow, the court will
decide that.

Hfon. W. H. KITSO'N: The Bill provides
that the court shall have power to bind em-
ployers regardless of whether they are en-
gaged in the industry. I do niot think any
member has dealt with that point.

Hon. H. Stewart: The idea was that it
could better be dealt with in Committee.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: I admit that the
Bill lendsa itself to discussion in Committee
rather than on the second reading, but it is
necessary to deal with certain phases on the
second rending. I think every member is
prepared to listen to reason and if one can
adduce arguments to alter preconceived
ideas, it is his duty to do so. During the
last 10 years I have had considerable experi-
ence of the working of the Arbitration Act;
I have studied the systemns in the various
States, nneA I know that Many oDf the
weaknesses of our Act can be remedied by
the application of this measure, It seems
hardly right because an employer does not

happen to be in a given industry, that when
he employs a anan to do ertain work, he
should have an opportunity to deny the em-
ployee the rate of pay for that work. If a
than emiploys a painter, he should be gov-
erned by the painters' award end pay the
rate provided in that award.

lion. A. Lovekia: Even if the man was
not a pointer before he started the job?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: If I wanted some
painting done, I. think I1 should snake sure
that I had a painter to do the work. As
to retrospective pay, I have given an in-
stance to which the provision in this Bill
could well have been applied, namely, the
clerks at Fremntle. A large body of men
and women had waited patiently for three
years to get to the court, and in the end had
to resort to direct action. in order to obtain
justice. It is proposed that leave to retire
from an award shiall be obtainable f rom the
court only. At present it is open to any
party to give notice of retirement from an
award, and it takes effect from the time
specified. This has led on several occasions
to industrial unrest. Certain employers have
withdrawn from awards, as they had a
perfect right to do, and as the organisations
have not been able to get to the court, there
has been nothing binding on. the employers.
This means that the employers have the sole
right to alter the conditions of work, and
can also alter the rate of pay if they think
fit. The provision in the Bil will obviate
that, and an award once given by the court
will remain in force until varied by the
court. Thus employers and employees will
know that until their ease has been heard,
the existing conditions will continue. As to
the recovery of wages where there has been
a breachi of an award, this has been a sore
point. On many occasions an obviously wit-
ful breach of an award has been committed,
and the employee has received lower wages
than he was entitled to. Simply because it
has not been possible to take the case within
the stipulated three months to the Arbitra-
tion Court, the employee has lost all oppor-
tunity to recover the difference. That is not
fair. If there has been a wilful breach of
an award and an employee has not received
the amiount of wages to which he was en-
titled], ito restriction should be placed in the
wary of his recovering the money.

IT1Ie Deputy President took the Chair.)

Hon. A. Lovekin: The Bill does not give
you what you think it does.

Hion. W. H. KITSON: Another import-
ant feature of the Bill is the part dealing
with apprentices. This has been aL burning
question for many years. There have been
numerous efforts to solve this problem, but
so far no satisfactory solution haa been
found. The proposal to establish an ap-
prent ice board is new, and if given a trial it
shoLuld certainly prove better than the pro-
sent systemn. Some employers claim that
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they vannot take apprentices because they
have not continuity of work, and therefore
ruannot carry out the provisions of the Act.
If the provisions of the Bill be agreed to,
time apprentices will be under control of the
hnlrd, and the Loard will be responsible for
seeing, that they receive proper training and
are llaced with employers in a position to
give thani that training. A satisfactory set-
tientt of this piroblem will be in

i.- irterests of the State. There is nothing
worse than haiving a large number of boys
.h-siro,,s of learning a trade and denied
that opJ ortunity as they are in this State.

lion. A. Lovekin: That is the fault of
the unions.

Hon. WV. H. KITSON: One of the most
important questions touched by the Bill is
the basic wage. There is nothing mew in
the establishment of a basic wage. One
can go back centuries and Aind that efforts
were then made to give the workers a
wage sufficient for the average normal
needs ever a period of 12 months, not from
week to week as is provided for in this
Bill. In the reign of George IH. steps
were taken to ensure that the workers
received a wage that would admit of their
living in reasonable comfort according to
the then standard.

Hon. E. H. Harris: But you have no
desire to go back to the conditions that
obtained in the reign of George III.

Bon. WV. II. KITSON: NO; I am merely
pointing out that there is nothing new in
this proposal. Even in those days, the
engagement was often for one year,
whereas the usual term of engagement at
present is for one week. Where the en,-
ployco was engaged for a year, the fear
of unemployment was removed for that
period, but here wve fix a basic wage suffi-
cient for one week, and we do not take
into consideration the possibility of un-
employment, sickness or other abnormality.

Hon. E. HT. Harris: But your party never
suggested it.

Hon. W. R. KITSON: It is proposed to
fix a basic wage to provide for a man, his
wife and three children, plus a five-roomed
becuse.

Hon. A. Lovekin: With a tiled roof.
Hon. WV. 11. KITSON: I am sorry it does

not provide for a tiled roof.
Hon. J. Cornell: It merely says the court

shall have regard to those things.
Hon. WV. 1H. KITSON: Our Arbitration

Court usually determines the basic wage
on the figures of the Commonwealth
Statistician, but there have been varia-
tions in applying the index figures, and
consequently we have several basic wages
in the mietropolitan area.

Hon. J. Cornell. I1 have studied a few
and have been unable to decide how they
were arrived at.

Hon. WV. H. KITSON: That being so, the
provisions of the Bill laying down certain
directions for the fixing of the basic wage
and its automatic adjustment will he an
advane onl the present arrangement. I
do not consider that any determination of
a basic wage on the Harvester judgment
can be fair or equitable to either party.

Ifon. .1. Cornell: Hut thle Piddington
basic wage is fixed on practically the same
basis as the Harvester judgment.

Hon. WV. HT. KITSON: The variations
are due to the application of the
statistician's figures in different ways at
different times. if the court adopted the
same method on every occasion, it would
obviate the anomalies that at present
exist. There are different methods of
arriving at the basic wage, but the pro-
cedure proposed is a good one and should
meet existing conditions. In reference
to the Harvester judgment of 1907 I wish
to quote from Mr. Justice Higgins's recent
work, "'A new Province for Law and
Order,'' page 94-

There is "o doubt that the rough esti.
,iate made by the court in 1907 ought to
be supersecd or revised by a Dew investi-
gation. aq to the absolute present cost of
living.

I ask lion. members to note that Mr.
Justice Higgins says there is no doubt the
rough estimate made by the court in 1907
Ough to be superseded or revised. But
the Harvester judgment has been put up
to the workers from time to time, not as
a rough estimate-

Ron. E. HT. Harris: Won't you read
what he said about those figures?

Hon. H. Stewart: Yes; let us have that
in ''Hansard."

Hon. W. R. KITSON: Mr. Justice Hig-
gins has said so many different things at
different tillis. It has long been recog-
nised that the C'ommonwealth Statistician's
figures ire njot a satisfactory guide as to
thle cost of living. If the proposal of the
present Bill is adlopted, the Arbitration
Court will periodically fix a basic wage
whim-h will l e automatically and uni formly
applied, thus abolishing one fruitful source
of dissatisfac-tion and irritation. I propose
now to deal with the question which per-
haps has caaused moore discussion and criti-
eisin in this House than any other-the
question of tile 44-hour week.

Hon. B. H. Harris: Or 182 hours for
three weeks. 1 would like you to tell us
about that, too.

Hon. W. H. KITSON; I desire to deal
with the question not from the aspect of
the 44-hour week, but from the aspect Of
an eight-hour day.

Hon. H. Stewart: How about dealing
with the question from the general econ-
omnic aspect1l

lion. W. IT. KITSON: If the lion. mem-
ber does tihat, he will come to the same con-
chision as I do, that there is no logical argu-
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mieat why the real eight-hour day should not
be adopttd by this country. Many efforts
have been made to prove what is the best
number of hours to be w.orked each day.

H1on. E. H. Harris: Irrespective of the
calling?

Honi. W. 11, KITSON: Yes, irrespective
of the calling. To date it has been found
that the 8-hour day gives the best results,
in practically every case where investiga-
tion has been made. In one or two eases
it has been shown that a less number of
hours titan eight is productive of the best
results, but in the majority of eases the best
results rest with the S4hour day. I propose
to deal with the results of investigators in
various countries. Up to a certain point I
agree with Mr. Seddon that it has not been
definitely decided that eight hours is the
absolute minimuin. In some industries a
less number of hours than eight would prob-
ably prove more advantngeous than eight.

Hon. H. Seddon: I said it varied with
different industries.

Hon. W. 11. KITSON: In several coun-
tries a real S-hour day has been established,
and in some of those countries the results
have been really startling frorngthe point
of view of production under the 8-hour sys-
tern as compared with production under a
greater number of hours of work.

Hon, J1. Cornell: No country in the world
produces more per capita than Australia.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: One investigator,
Dr, Vernon, has written several books on
reduction of hours ; and the facts and
figures he adduces show conclusively that
only of recent years have employers come
to realise that something more is required
of them than the mere working of men for
any number of hours thdy, the employers,
think fit; in other words that it is good'
policy for the employers to consider the in-
dividual worker a little more than they have
dlone in the past. The author proves con-
elusively that production can be, and usually
is, increased by reduction of working hours.

Hon. A. Lovekin: I have not rend one of
those books which takes into account the
improvement in machinery.

Hon. W. 1H. KITSON: Numerous experi-
ments have been made in this connection,
experiments including the factor of improved
machinery, It has been proved that while
in many cases production can he increased
by improving machinery, reduction of hours
is also a strong factor. The author argues
that if employer. generallyi would but con-
sider the two factors together-up-to-dnte
machinery and reduction of hours-their
production~ would increase to such an extent
that they would be better off than they are
to-day. The author was a member of the
board which considered the manufacture of
munitions in England during the war, at
a time when a maximum output was of
paramount importance. He therefore 'had
unique opportunities to study the question
of hours and production, and I shall quote
two or three extracts from his recent hook,

"~Industrial Fatigue and Efficiency." I do
aot think his Stateiments have been disproved
in even a single instance. Certainty they
are very illuminating. Here is an example
dealing with the Zeiss Optical Works show-
ing the effect of a reduction of boors from
9 to 8 per day. In the ease of handwork
there was an increased production of IS
per cent.; in the case of part baud and part
machine work, 17 per cent.; and in the ease
of machine work, 18.4 per cent. During
the first 18 months of the war the general
custoum was to impjose upon the workers very
long hours with a view to obtaining the
largest possible output; but gradually it
was discovered that those long hours did
not pay, owing to the fatigue induced. Out-
put fell off under those conditious, and pro-
gressive reductions of hours %%ere instituted.

Hon. A. Iaorekin: And improved ma-
chinery came mn.

Hon. W. 11. XITSON. Improved ma-
chiniery also helped.

Hon. A. 3. H. Saw: You must bear in
mind that times were abnormal, and that
the nervous strain was very great irrespec-
tive of the working hours.

Hon. W. H.KITSO-N. We have to realise
that the production of a country is not gov-
erned by the long hours which the workers
of that country may happen to work. Every-
thing tends to prove that at present the
8*hour day is the best day for workers
generally,

Hon. H. Seddon: As compared with nine
hours.

Ron. W. 1H. KITSON: As compared with
any numaber of hours longer than eight.
"Many countries have therefore introduced
the 8-hour day by legislation. Now I wishl
to quote Dr. Vernon again-

When the hours of work are reduced,
the speed of production does not as a
rule show any change for the first week
or two. Then it begins to mount up very
gradually, but it may be several months
hefore it attains a steady level, in equi-
librium with the shortened hours. A
striking instance of this slow rbsponse to
reduced hours is indicated in figure 10.
It relates to the output of the Steel smelt-
ers employed on ten 40-ton open-hearth
steel furnaces. For the first two years
of the statistical period the men were on
12-hour shifts, and for the last two on
8-hour shifts. The output of the fur-
naces was averaged over monthly periods,
and the relative monthly values, in the
form of output per hour, a re recorded in
the figure. They are rather irregular,
and the dotted line, which represents a
rough average, shows that for some un-
know reason the output fell gradually
throughout tbe 12-hour shift period.
When the hours were reduced, there was
no alefinit improvement of output for two
months, hut then it began to mount 11P
slowly, and it attained its maximum 1S
months after the shortening of hours.
Another gradual fall of output then en-
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sued (perhaps due to a deterioration of
plant), so steady production was never
attained, but the fact remains that the
full res~zouse of improved output to
shortened hours took over a year for its
attainment. It amounted to an 18 per
cent. increase.

.So a reduction fromt 12 hours It; S brought
an increase of 18 per coil, in production.

Hon. E. 1. Harris: Do you snggest that
the smile result will be produced -here by the
reduction of hours fromt 48 to 44 per week!

Hon. W. If. J(TTSON: No; I do not
suggest that at all. I simply say that a
reduction fromt the longer working day to
one of eight hours will mean an increase in
the ratio of production. Dr. Vernon goes
on to state-

A striking proof that an increased
speed of production is attained uncon-
sciously is furnished by the fact that it
applies to workers on a time rate no less
than to those on a piece rate. In 1893
Messrs. Mather and Platt reduced the
length of the working week from 53 hours
to 48 hours at the Balford Iron Works, a
factory engaged in general engineering
work. As the result of a very careful
and accurate comparison of output in the
year before and the year after the change,
it was found that production was slightly
increased, however, though the amount of
increase is not stated. The output of the
piece workers, however, was .5 per cent.
less than in the preceding year, so it fol-
lows that the output of the time workers
must have improved to a greater extent
than that of the piece workers.

I do not wish to quote much more on this
point, but some of the statements are so
striking that it is as well to give members
some further information.

Hon. H. Seddion: The firm of Mather and
Platt was one of the most vp-to-date in
Mtanchester at the time.

Hon. W. H. KCTTSON: flat Is so. flr.
Vernon makes an excellent point when he
says-

We wvant to hnow the maximum achieve-
ment of which the worker is capable in
times of Prolonged stress, such as occurred
during the late war, and in briefer periods
such as% mar occasionally occur in times
of Industrial pressuire. Having fixed ats
acecurately, as Possible the hours of maxi-
min Production, when the workers are
near their limit, we shall be in a better
Position to decide on the hours which may
reasonahlir he expected tinder normal con-
ditions of indusht. Such hours ought to
he rerv distinctly *, horter than those re-
oiircd for maximum production. in order
that the workers war hare each day a
period of leisure at their dixnoal. tnrd
retain a surplus nf erovr which they
can devote to other pursuits such ms house-
bold work and r'ardenipg. to gines and
other forms of relaxation. or to education.

He goes on to state-
Again, under ordinary conditions, we

cannot 'expect for a moment that the
workers should utilise all their available
"units of energy~l in the prosecution of

their work. They. ought to have quite a
considerahie margin left over which they
can apply to other purposes if they wish.
That is to say, if 50 hours per week be
the optin hours of work of men sitters
aind w-omen fuse body turners, it is pro
Indile that a 44-hour week is long enough
for them to do as much work as could
reasonably be expected of them.

That is a very good point.
Non. J. Cornell: What did Henry Ford

say about ill
Rion. W. ff. KITSON: He agrees with a

five-day week for production.
Hon. G.. W. Miles: But they have produc-

tion there! Here there is a slow-downi
policy!

Hon. T. Moore: That is your imagina-
tion!

Hon. W. H. KITSON: To carry the point
a little further, Dr. 'Vernon states-

The practical application of the results
of the experiment to other industries may
now be referred to. Sir William Mather
laid them before various Government de-
partmients, and !in consequence the hours
of labour of 43,000 workers in Government
factories and workshops were, in 1894, re-
duced to 48 hours a week. The 18,600
workers in the ordnance factories, and the
departments of ordnance stores, army
clothing, inspection and small arms in-
spection, had their working week short-
ened by 51 hours, and it was subsequently
stated that the output was not diminished.
The men on piece work earned as much as
before, and those on a time rate, who were
paid as much for 48 hours' work as for
54 hours, maintained their output likewise.

Then I conmc to what is, perhaps, the most
vital Point the author makes. He states-

The successful maintenance of an in-
dustry depends on the worker achieving
a goodl output, not for a few hours or
days, but for a period of weeks, months
and years.

That being so. it also follows that if we
are to expect the maximum production from
the worker over longer periods, we must
provide better conditions under which he n-ill
he expected to Work. The only way to 'lo
that is to so regulate the hours that he will
be able to maintain the rate of production
set at the outset; otherwise his energy will
become depleted.

Han. .T. Dflflelle Why not let the court
rcrvulate the hours of labour?

Hon. If. Stewart: You are putting up an
excellent arument in favour of statistical
Tesearch work.

Ron. W. IT. KITRON: It is all very well
for memibers to say "let the court decide.''
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lifon. J. Duffell: That is what the court
was established for.

Ron. W. HI. KITSON: The court has had
many opportunities to decide this question,
but our judges have expressed the opinion
that it is for the legislature to decide, and
not the Court; what shall be the shorter work-
ing week.

Ron. J. Duffell: The court is the proper
tribunal.

lion. W. H. KITSON: M1r. Justice Hig.
gins has stated on several occasions that tho
question of establishing a shorter work-
ing week was for Parliament to deal with.'Ron. J. Ewing: He is not the only
person in the world !

Rion. W. H. KIT'SON : Mr. Justice
1-ievoon in 'New South Wales, and Mr.
Jusitice Rooth and Mr. Justice Burnside in
Western Australia said the same thing.

Bon. A. Lovekin: Then why has provi-
sion for a 44-hour week been made in
awards?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: Because a number
of organisatious are working a 44-hour
week is no argument against others not
having the same conditions. That Is no
argument why Parliament should not re-
gard this question from the standpoint of
the community as a whole.

Hon. 3. Cornell: Why should not Parlia-
ment deal with it and make it apply to
aill

Hon. WN. H. KITSON: No one will deny
that production has increased a hundred-
fold during these later years. The worker,
more than anyone else responsible for that
increased production, has received no
benefit whatever. The only tangible
benefit he can receive relates to improved
conditions, because wages in these days
are so regulated with respect to the cost
of living that no matter what wage he is
awarded, his position is not vastly in-
proved.

Hon. H. Stewart: Does not that mnake
you wonder whether the system adopted
in the past has heen the best?

Ron. W. H. KITSON: It has been the
one acceptable to most people.

Hon. A. 3. H. Saw: Do you maintain
that the economic conditions of the labourer
are no better to-day than they were 30 years
ago!~

Rion. W. H. KITSON: In some instances
they are worse than they were 30 years
ago.

Hon. A. Lovekin: You cannot support
that contention.

Hon. W. H. KITSON: I can give In-
stances to establish that fact. Dealing
with production, I will quote an extract
that appeared in the "Daily News" a
few days ago. The article was headed
''Surprise Rise in Wages," "Effect of a
London Invention' The paragraph was
as follows:-

flow the introduction of labour-saving
machinery has not only increased em-

ployers' profits, but has also raised the
wages of the workers engaged in the
industry, is shown by the adoption of
the loomi invention of Mr. John Whit.
taker, a cotton manufacturer of Wilt-
shire, near Blackburn (says the "%Vest.
ujinster Gazette'")...%lr. Whittaker 's
jin-eation is a new attachment for the
automatic feeding of looms, and it is
now being widely adopted. It is claimed
that it increases each worker's output
by 400 per cent, and enables a weaver
to attend to 16 looms instead of four,
which has hitherto been the maximum
number. The wages question has occu-
pied the attention of the Organisation&
representing the employers and the
operatives, and where the invention is
in use a temporary arrangement has
been adopted which gives tble weaver a
substantial increase on the ordinary
rates. When the invention is in general
use, there will, it is anticipated, be a
further revision in the direction of
standardising the increased wages. Mr.
Whittaker estimates the saving to mill-
owners will be from Os. to 7s. a loon, per
week. Experiments are being made to
adopt the invention to woollen looms.
Mr. Whittaker han received inquiries
from all quarters of the world.

According to that statement, a simple
invention increased the workers' output
by 400 per cent., but there is no indfica-
tion that the workers' wages were in.
Creased correspondingly.

Hen. E. H. Harris: The price of com-
modities will come down as a result of the
invention.

Hon. A. Lovekin: What about the man
who had the brains to invent the improve.
meat? Should not that individual get
some benefit?

Hon. W. H. KITSON: In all probability
he has been robbed Of most of the fruits
of his invention. That artiele serves to
indicate what remarkab)X increases in
production are to be noted to-day com-
pared with what production was a few
Years ago. The workers of Australia are
producing to a much greater extent to-day

Hon. A. Lovekin: With the provision of
improved machinery, the worker benefits.

Ron. W. H. KITSONl: And the worker
is entitled to his share of the increased
profits.

Hon. A. Lovekin: Certainly he is.
Hon. W. H. KITSON: Improved work-

ing Conditions and shorter hours represent
the only tangible way in which he can
secure his share of those profits.

lion. A. Lovekin: If increased produc-
tion could be guaranteed, and if it could
be shown that production generally would
be maintained with decreased hours, the
worker would get that consideration.

RiOn. W. If. KITSON: If we were to
provide a 44-hour week or an 8-hour day,
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the effect would be beneficial all round. I
will quote particulars regarding the Mid-
land Rlailway WVorkshops. Some years ago
wheel lathes were used that were capable
of turning out two pairs of carriage and
wagon wheels in one day. By the intro-
duction of improved machinery they were
able to increase the output to 10 pairs daily.
The metn operating that machine do not
receive uny extra remuneration for the in-
creased output. 'The worker is producing
eonsidt rubly more to-day than ever betore,
yet lie is k:ept on the bread-line and is not
alloned any more than the bare necessities
of lift.-

Hon. A. Lovekin: Hut it is the machine
that is producing mote.

Ron. WV. If. KITSON: On the subject of
"mhinery I have here a quotation by Mr.
E. b. flume as folows:-

The introduction of high speed tool
steel made it necessary when ordering
nmachinery for the cquipment of the Mid-
land Junction Workshops to specify that
all the machines in which it %las possible
to use that class of steel were to be
nmanfactured of such design and strength
:is to enable funll advantage to be obtained
from the use of tools manufactured from
that class of imaterial. By the time the
machines were erected in 1904, however,
it Nias discovered that the improved
qualityv of high speed tool steel surpassed
the cu; abilities of the wheel lathes that
had teen obtained. The author then de-
cided to alter one of these lathes to make
it more in accordance with the increased
progression and heavier cut that the
cutting tool was capable of withstanding
without injury.

Re gnes on to describe how the alteration
was made, and then resumes-

Before the lathe was altered it was the
work of one day to turn up one pair of
locomotive driving tyres 4ft. Gin. in diam-
eter. With the altered lathe it has been pos-
sible to turn up three pairs of the same
class of wvheel. An even greater differ-
ence is observable when dealing with
carriage and wagon wheels. As many as
10 pairs have been turned out in one day
by an apprentice, whereas the ma Xi*m
output by the old process was two pairs
per day.

That i4 another instance of increased pro-
duction.

Hon. G. IV. Miles: Without the worker
expending any more energy than before.

R~on. W. 11. KTTSON: Is that any rea-
son why the owner of the machinery should
receive the w;hole of the benefit obtainedI
Why should not the worker have some of
Wt

Hon. A. .1. HI. Saw: He does when the
machine brings down the prices.

Rion. W. H. KITSON: How does that
affect the workerl

f]on. A. J. H. Saw: ire buys his earm-
modities at a cheaper rate.

Hon. WV. HI. KITSON: Whereupon the
Arbitration Court says, ''The cost of living
is coming down, so your wages also must
come down.'' That is the undeniable posi-
tion. I have here another quotation dealing
with the S-hour day. This refers to Prance.
It is a specelt by Mir. Justin Godlart, French
Minister for Labour, at the International
Labour Conference in June, 1924, Mr.
Godart said-

The S-hour day, established in France
by the Act of 23rd April, 1919, has given
valuable results. It is becoming more and
more solidly based, not only on thi-text
of ain Act that served as a model in
drafting the Washington Convention, but
upon an evolution in social habits and
upon a systematic transformation in the
methods of production. Thirty industries
grouping five million wage-earners are
now covered by public administrative
regulations for the application of the pro-
visions of the Act. During the preparation
of these regulations employers and work-
ers met to examine in common, and in a
manner that has been full of profit for
both sides, the new conditions of labour,
and their agreement has been expressed
and has been given the force of law by
various decrees. At the present moment
eight other public administrative regula-
tions are in course of preparation. The
enforcement of the decisions that have
thus proceeded from the joint delibera-
tion of employers' and workers' organisa-
tious is ensured by strict supervision on
the part of a staff of factory inspectors.
The number of contraventions resulting
in convictions runs into thousands. I em-
phasise this fact, not with any sense of
satisfaction, but in order to show the
magnitude of the effort that has been
accomplished in France in order loyally
to apply thme 8-hour day; moreover, the
number of contraventions is infinitesmial
in relation to the number of wage-
earners. Tme object of the S-hour day
is to secure ''humane conditions of ta.
hour,'' as it is expressed in the declara-
tion of the rights of labour contained in
the Preamble to Part XIII. of the Treaty
of Versailles. Now, an investigation has
recently been carried out by the French
Labour Office-the results of which will
shortly be published, and will contain
valuable information relating to the re-
searches mnade into the question of the
utilisation of workers' spare time-ad
on the basis of this investigation I cn
affirm that the S-hour day is improving
family life in France, nd has given a
great impetus to those interesting forms
of organisation of social life that en-
deavoured to improve the health of the
worker by physical exercise, his know-
ledge by vocaioinal and general instnie-
tion and by rending, and his intelligent
recreation by the extension of musical
and recreational societies. Since 1919
the number of workers' allotment gar-
dens has increased 45 per cent. Drunken-
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ness has decreased very considerably, and
on this point the investigation has secured
ample and irrefutable evidence. Inquiries
have been made even amongst the owners
and managers of public-houses, and one
of them said: ''The trade is now becom-
ing a much pleasanter one than it used
to be; ne no longer see drunken people.''
Alcoholism i-s therefore much] less an in-
dividnal vice than a social evil created
by fat igue ndi the need for violent sen-
sations, a need that is felt all the more
strongly in proportion as spare timle is
brief. Who knows from what other and
more terrible evils humanity might be
delivered by common sense and united ac-
tion for the common good. fIn speaking
to you of the results of our experience in
France, T cannot pass over what we hanve
learniedl of the effect of the S9-hour day onl
output. Very precise and systemnatic in-
vestigations have been matile which would
go to prove that, wherever the manager
of an undlertaking has not merely applied
the provisions of the law as they atffect
Tl'bonr, hit has also resolutely adapted
the factor constitunted by capital to the
system of eight hours of effective work,
-production has been org-anisedl in such a
manner as to banish all waste of effort
and to result in complete satisfaction. At
no moment did France, 1hat had neverthie-
less to rise from its ruins to repair the
icalculable dlestruction caused in the de-
vastated area, think of subordinating the
eatorcenrent of thle S-liner reform to those
lurgent requirements. These two problems
are entirely separate ; and the French
-Government thought they could not be
considlered together without going against
the spirit oif ['art XIII. of the Treaty of
Peaie, without causing great injustice to
labour anti without inciting the other fac-
tors in production to burden labour with
a part of their responsibilities and duties.
In the Ministerial declaration recently
made in the Chamber of Deputies, and
approved by the majority of that Chnn-
ber, the French Government stated: ''We
shall not allow anything to be done to
diminish the protection afforded to work-
ers. We shall maintain the 8-hour Act,
the elasti-ity of which has been proved
by experienee and which has already
effected such vast improvement in the
material and moral conditions of the
wage-earners. 'We desire the speedy
ratification of the conventions adopted by
the International Labour Confirences at
Washington and Geneva." This is the
formal expiression of the steadfast inten-
tion of the French Government to assnme
international obligations which it con-
siders as much a safeguard. of its own
reforming activity as the solid basis for
the essential work of peace, to'the realisa-
tion of wh-iich it is passionately attached.
As regards the S-hour day more especi-
aklly, the Preach Gov-erment is prepared

to ratify the Washington Convention. It
nil dlo so with the greater confidence and
sertnity as the Convention mpay he re-
arded as an international tornulatin

of the French Art, and as France may
therefore be coiisidere d to have con-
formned to the Convention in advance.
TThe French Government cannot, how-
ever, I-crmit, to the detriment of French
interests, and of the general interest of
labour throngio';t the world, that satisfac-
tion -hould not first he given to its atural
desire not to see any obstacle raised, even
ti- 1 orarily, to the accomtplishment of
this great measure of individual and col-
lective progress by the introduction of con-
siderations that arc foreign to that mecas-
tire. This reference to principles that af-
ford us sure and impartial guidance is
only dictated by a consideration of our es-
scutial ainm, which is to see, unhindered
by unfore-iren contingencies, the realisa-
tionl of the just claim of the workers. It is
one of the forms of that help which it is
our dulty to give to peoples that bare to
strug gle to conquer or maintain the rights
of labour.
Hon. A. Lovekin: That does not apply as

you intended the 44-hour week to apply;
it is; only in specific industries.

Hon. W. Ht. KITSON: It applied to over
5,000,000 workers and it has now been ex-
tended to a considerably larger number. Mr.
Seddon quoted Germany. As a matter of
fact Germany did agree to the B-hour day at
the Washington Conference, bat for some
reason or other reverted to the 10-hour day.
Now she is desirous of coming back to the
8-houir day according to a cable published in
the "Daily News'' two or three days ago-
A Jot has been said shout competition with

other countries where longer hours are
worked. Until recent years other countries
weore working much longe~r hours than were
worked in Australia, notwithstanding which
we were able to compete with those countries

lion. A. T1. H-. Saw: Because we keep on
increasing the height of our protective wall.

Non. W. H. KITSON: In Australia dur-
ing 1920, new companies to the number of
2,082 were registered while other companies
enlarge-d their activities. In the first six
months of 1921, 737 new companies with a
nominal capital of £89,989,292 were regis-
tered. Western Australia's share in 1920
was .131 new companies with a nominal capi-
tal of £5.061,300. In the first sir months of
1921 we had 41 new companies with a nom-
inal capital of ZS58,925. From those figures.
it does not appear that the employers are
afraid of Australia. The figures show con-
clusively that they have quite a good deal of
faith in the industrial future of Austra-
lia. whi tber it be under an eight-hour day or
any other.

Hon. H1. Stewart: What do you think
thPor provet

Boa. W. IT. KITSON: That there arc
a large number of individuals prepared to
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invest their capital in the Commonwealth,
in, matter what the Labour conditions may
Ibe. One muember mentioned that the out-
j't~t per al in Australia was greater than
that in any' other part of the world.

lion. H. Stewart: Two-thirds of it comes
from tile primary industries.

Holl. W. H. KITSON: I1 do not know
whether that is correct. The Australian
worker canl more than bold his own with the
worker of any other country.

Hon. G. W. Miles: Were not those corn
panies formed owing to the high taxation in-
dividuals are called upon to pay as compared
wvith companies?

Hon. H. Stewart: Anyhow, a lot of them
represented gold mining booms. Hampton
Plains was booming in that year.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order!
I ask members to permit the hon. member
to proceed with his speech.

Hon. W. Ef. KITSON: I could quote pub-
lication after publication to prove that in
all countries where the eight-hour, day has
been established-

Ho,,. H. Stewart: Following our ex-

lion:. W. H1. KITSON: Increased pro-
doction has followed as compared with what
was obtained with a longer working day.
With Mr. Cadbury, I maintain it is iu thle
interests of the community as well as of the
worker that this improvement in hours
should be put into operation as quickly as
possible.

Hon. G. WV. Miles: On condition that the
men give a fair day's work for the pay
they get, which they have not done up to
date.

Hon. J. Nicholson: You argue that a man
should be paid by time instead of by results
or production.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order?
Hon. WV. H. KITSON; I claim the right

to present my ease in my own way.
Hon. T. Moore: They do not like it.

That is why they are interjecting.
Hon. WV. IH. KITSON: I could quote more

authorities, of some of whom members might
take more notice than of me.

Hon. A. Lovekin: You are waking some
of us squirm

Hon. W. H. KITSON: Let me quote from
awards and findings of the National War
Labour Board, Vol. 7, No. 5, page 29, as
follows:

The opinion by the umpire, issued un-
der date of 16th September, is noteworthy
in that it places the National War Labour
Board definitely on record as in favour
of a real eight-hour day as distinguished
from a basic eight-hour day.

On rage 30 it states-
The object of the eight-hour law is to

protect the health and lengthen the lives of
employees, which would be seriously corn-

promised by an excessive length of the
day 's work. President Wilson, in his ad-
dress before a joint session of the two
Houses of Congress, 29th August, 1916,
said ''The whole spirit of the time and
the preponderate evidence of recent econ-
omic experience spoke for the eight-hour
day.'' Previous to that tinme the Federal
eight-hour law, approved 19th June, 1912,
limited the hours of daily service of lab-
ourers and mechanics employed upon work
done for the United States, for any ter-
ritory or for the district of Columbia to
eight hours, provided that no labourer or
mechanic so employed should he required
or permitted to work more thatn eight
hours in any one calendar day upon such
work. The public policy of the eight-hour
work day has heen given oft-repeated
sanction by legislation in the nmajority of
the States, as well as by Congress, through
enactments of various kinds too numerous
for specific mention, and quotes the unani-
nious report of the President 's meditation
Commission on 9th Tanuary, 1919, wbich
declareal that the eight-houir day is the
established policy of the country.

While members may be of opinion that the
authorities I have quoted are not substantial
enough to justify the Rouse in agreeing
to the 44-hour week, let me appeal to them
on the ground that tbe workers of this State
have on all occasions been credited with
being the equal of workers in any other
State of the Conmnonwealth. It is a fact
that much of the machinery used by the
workers here is out of date, and that many
employers do not improve their machinery
until compelled by economic pressure to do
so. If employers gave attention to that
and to the better organisation of their busi-
nessqes, there is no doubt that a 44-hour
week or an 8-hour day would result in such
an increase of production that it would re-
dound more to the benefit of the employer
than of the worker. There ore aspects of
the Bill with which I hare not dealt; but
I believe I have at least shown hon. mem-
bers that underlying the measure is a desire
on the part of the Government so to amend
the parent Act that it will give more satis-
faction to the workers thin it has done In
the past, so to amend it as to speed up the
process by which the Arbitration Court can
be approached, thereby doing away with 75
per cent, of the congestion now mianifested
in the conrt. TFurther, I believe I have
shown that the Bill is the outcome of the
experience of men who have been concerned
wit), industrial matters in every State of the
Commonwealth. T suggest that the Bill,
heirs such a measure, should be eiven every
consideration. I know of no piece of legis-
lotion which has heen given the same amount
of thouoht from the Point of view of what
has proved beneficial in other States of the
Commonwealth. T commend the Bill to ftoe
IHouse. T trust that it will meet with n
forourahie reception in Committee, and that
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when it has passed through all its stages
it will represent a great advance on exist-
ing legislation. I have pleasure in support-
ing the second reading.

On motion by Hon. H. Stewart, debate
adjourned.

House adjouruced at 10.13 p.m.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
piti., and read prayers.

BILLS (3)-THIRD READING.
1, Treasury Hills Act Amendment.
Returned to the Assembly with an

amendment.
2, Runhury Electric Lighting Act Amend-

ment.

3, Carnarvon Electric Lighting.
Passed.

BILL-ROADS CLOSURE.

,Seconid Reading.

The HONORARY MINISTER (Hon.
J1. WV. Hickey-Cetral) [4.37) in moving
the second reading said: In 1884 the hold-
ers of lots 5 and 6 of location 890 and
Fremantle lots 159-161 were allowed to
erect their fences along a certain align-
ment, shown on the accompanying litho,
thereby including portion of Fitzgerald-
terrace. The Frem~antle council desires
this alignment to be permanently adopted
and those portions of the street (coloured
blue) to be closed and submitted to auc-
tion as town lots to enable thme adjoining
holders to -acquire then. The necessary

(69]

survey has been effected and there is no
departmental objection. It is merely a
matter of convenience and all the parties
concerned have agreed. By the Road
Closure Act (No. 2), 1923, portion of
Patterson-street, Collie, was closed to
enable it to be granted as a Trades Hall
site. It has since been pointed out by Mr.
A. A. Wilson, M.L.A., that the truncation
of the corner allows a very limited front-
age to Throssell-street. It is therefore
proposed to make the intersection an angle
by closing the portion (coloured blue)
and thus provide a greater frontage to
Throssell-street. All parties concerned
have agreed to the alteration. At a con-
ference between the Mayor of Perth, the
Chairman of the State Gardens Board, the
City Engineer and the Vice-Chancellor of
the University, it was agreed that the
Government be asked to deviate the Perth-
Erezuantle-road in the vicinity of Crawley
to provide a better contour for the road,
round off a dangerously sharp corner and
provide a better curve for the tramline.
The land for the deviation will have to be
taken from tbe University area, and after
closure of the present road as provided in
the Bill, it is proposed to grant certain
land north of the new line (coloured blue)
to the University in exchange for that
taken (coloured green). The area to be
taken from the University lands totals
3 acres 14 perches, and the area in the
closed portion of the road to be granted
to the University is one acre and nine-
tenths perches. A survey has been made
and there are no departmental objection.
In the subdivision of Swan Location 1,227
certain streets are shown as Angus, Flora
and Jessie streets on the deposited plans
lin the Titles Office. Those streets do not
agree with the subdivision on the ground,
nor with the litho. from which the lots
were sold by the vendors. The streets are
in different positions, and those shown on
the plan have been disposed of as lots. Ia
order to issue the titles, it ise necessary to
close the streets. The road board has agreed
to the closure, provided that Wodonga-
road is extended to Vincent-street. This
arrangement will suit all parties. I move--

That the Bill be now read a Second
litue.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second tinme.

it Committee.
1ion. J1. AN. Kinvan in the Chair; the

Honorary Minister in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1-agreed to.
Clause 2-Closure of portions of Fitz-

gerald-terrace, Fremantle:
H~on. J. 3. HOLMES: I want to know

whether the local authorities have in all in-
stances approved of these alterations.I
make a point of asking this question upon
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